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ABSTRACT 

 
In this research, I explore the use of electric plucked chordophones in South Indian 

classical (Carnatic) music through a case study of the renowned Carnatic electric guitarist 

Prasanna Ramaswamy. Electric instruments are commonly discussed as a means to produce 

sounds otherwise impossible on their acoustic counterparts, and as instruments that encourage 

movement away from traditional to more popular genres. However, within Carnatic music, 

electrification has facilitated the adoption of two Western instruments, the guitar and mandolin, 

into the tradition. Both are now accepted in the tradition and recognized as instruments capable 

of facilitating the performance of nuanced Carnatic music, equal in these regards to the ancestral 

South Indian plucked chordophone, the veena.  The major question addressed in this study, 

therefore, is how and why this has come to be the case.  That question is addressed through both 

source-based research and musical ethnography. Regarding the latter, the primary data for the 

study was gathered during a five-week period of intensive private guitar study and participant-

observation with Prasanna. Through this research, I learned how Carnatic music is applied to the 

guitar and vice-versa, as well as Prasanna’s specific musical philosophy, which I refer to 

throughout as “musical practicality”: the idea that everything related to understanding music 

should always refer to the simple pleasure of enjoying musical sound. Beyond addressing how 

and why the electric guitar and mandolin are embraced in the Carnatic music world, I extend the 

discussion to examine how guitar technologies other than the magnetic pickup have contributed 

to the development of both the electric veena and mandolin.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Thesis Statement 

In this thesis, I explore the use of electric plucked chordophones in South Indian classical 

(Carnatic) music through a case study of renowned Carnatic electric guitarist Prasanna 

Ramaswamy. Electric instruments are commonly discussed as a means to produce sounds 

otherwise impossible on their acoustic counterparts, and as instruments that encourage 

movement away from traditional to more popular genres. However, within Carnatic music, 

electrification has facilitated the adoption of two Western instruments, the guitar and mandolin, 

into the tradition: whereas the acoustic guitar and acoustic mandolin lacked the capacity to 

function as Carnatic melodic instruments, their electric counterparts have proven to have that 

capacity. Both are now accepted in the tradition, and recognized as instruments capable of 

facilitating the performance of nuanced Carnatic music, equal in these regards to the ancestral 

South Indian plucked chordophone, the veena.  The major question addressed in this thesis, 

therefore, is how and why this has come to be the case.  That question is addressed through both 

source-based research and musical ethnography. Regarding the latter, the primary data for the 

study was gathered during a five-week period of intensive private guitar study and participant-

observation with Prasanna. Through this research, I learned how Carnatic music is applied to the 

guitar and vice-versa, as well as Prasanna’s specific musical philosophy, which I refer to 

throughout the thesis as “musical practicality”: the idea that everything related to understanding 

music should always refer to the simple pleasure of enjoying musical sound. Beyond addressing 

how and why the electric guitar and mandolin are embraced in the Carnatic music world, I 

extend the discussion to examine how guitar technologies other than the magnetic pickup have 

contributed to the development of both the electric veena and mandolin.  
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Purpose and Significance 

The purpose of this thesis is to explain how magnetic pickup amplification has facilitated 

the adoption of two plucked chordophones, the guitar and mandolin, into the Carnatic music 

tradition. Secondarily, I will address how this same technology and auxiliary ones have served to 

modernize and expand performance techniques on an ancient instrument, the veena. Beyond that, 

I explore, through a case study involving Carnatic electric guitarist Prasanna, the specific 

techniques, aesthetic dimensions, and cultural significance (both in India and internationally) of 

the electric guitar, and by association the electric mandolin, as Carnatic instruments. The 

Carnatic electric guitar has not been the subject of significant scholarly attention in the U.S. or 

India; thus, this thesis fills the lacuna in both Western ethnomusicology and Indian musicology.  

This topic contributes to the larger ethnomusicological literature on the technologization 

and transcultural adaptation of Western instruments into other music traditions, but with a 

reversed course of action.  Instead of technologization of the guitar (to electric guitar) 

influencing movement away from traditional Carnatic music toward popular Western or Indian 

genres, here technologization is shown to have enabled the guitar to meet the demands of 

traditional Carnatic music performance. 

As will become evident throughout this thesis, there is a large body of Indian musicology 

dating back roughly two thousand years that remains mostly separate from American 

ethnomusicology. Whenever possible, I refer to this scholarship because an Indian perspective of 

music practice and theory is crucial to my research.  
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Background 

The Carnatic Ensemble  

The Carnatic tradition of South Indian music represents one of the oldest musical 

practices of the Indian Subcontinent. The music is comprised of two major parts, raga (melody) 

and tala (rhythm/meter). Because the tradition has a lyrical song repertoire, the vocalist leads the 

ensemble and sits center-stage. To support the vocalist, a drone, most commonly tuned to Sa 

(tonic) and Pa (dominant), is constantly played in the background. These two notes are the only 

melodic constants across every song,1 and the vocalist uses them as a reference to voice various 

ragas. It is also common for the vocalist to have melodic accompaniment, which today is usually 

provided by the Western violin. While the vocalist sings, the violinist imitates the musical ideas 

immediately after they are rendered, creating a rich heterophonic texture that at times approaches 

monophony.  

The foundational rhythmic instrument is the mridangam, a two-headed, cylindrical drum 

that is held horizontally across the lap and played by both hands on opposite heads. The 

mridangam is almost always part of the Carnatic ensemble, but one or all of the following 

rhythm instruments may also be included: the ghatam (clay pot), morsing (jaw harp), and/or 

kanjira (tambourine-like hand drum).  

From the above instruments, a rough template of the Carnatic ensemble can be 

constructed as such: drone, one solo vocal part, one violin, one mridangam, and potentially up to 

three additional percussion instruments.  This ensemble has many acceptable variations; for 

example, the primary vocalist role is commonly split between a pair of singers. Additional 

singers (usually students of the primary vocalist) can also join the violin to aid in melodic 

                                                 
1
 There are ragas that do not utilize Pa; however, it is still acceptable for the drone to produce both Sa and Pa when 

they are rendered.  
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support. The variation central to this thesis, however, is when an instrumentalist replaces the 

primary singer and becomes the lead musician of the ensemble. It should be noted that when this 

occurs, there is no fundamental change to musical form, structure, or style: melodic 

instrumentalists strive to approximate vocal phrasing, and the song repertoire remains the same.  

The Structure of Carnatic Songs  

There are multiple types of songs in the Carnatic tradition, but each relies on a standard 

set of sections that are arranged in different ways.   There are three types of lyrical verses: 

pallavi, anupallavi, and charanam. The pallavi is the main thematic line, the anupallavi is a 

variation of the pallavi, and the charanam is akin to a bridge section. A charanam has 

characteristics that link it to the pallavi and/or anupallavi, but it is not reliant on them. 

There are three types of non-lyrical sections: alapana, tanam, and swarams. The alapana 

section comes before some songs and is the section in which free-form raga development takes 

place. The tanam section is similar to the alapana in that it is non-lyrical and based on 

improvised development, but there is a changing rhythmic pulse throughout. Lastly there are 

sections where vocalists sing short hand note names (similar to Western solfege). This can 

appear in the song as a precomposed section, or it can be improvised. Virtually all Carnatic song 

forms may be understood and analyzed in relation to these six section types.  

The Golden Age – Present  

Carnatic music has a musicological tradition separate from North India dating back to the 

thirteenth century, but the music as it is currently understood and practiced is a product of what 

is called the Golden Age, which was from the seventeenth to twentieth centuries (Ayyangar 

1972: 219; Pesch 2011:130). During this time, music theory and performance practice went 

through their most recent significant transformations.  Venkatamakhi proposed the Melakarta 
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Paddhati, Carnatic music’s current melodic theoretical structure, in his seventeenth-century 

treatise Chaturdandi Prakasika. In the eighteenth century, three composers known as the Trinity 

of Carnatic music (Tyagaraja, Muthuswami Diskhitar, and Syama Sastri) redefined the 

tradition’s repertoire, in the process becoming today’s most treasured composers. Subbarama 

Dikshitar – brother of Muthuswami Dishitar— then canonized the Trinity’s music for vocal and 

instrumental performance in the twentieth-century book Sangeetha Sampradaya. Also in the 

twentieth century, the standard concert format, Kacheri Paddhati, was introduced by Aryakkudi 

Raamaanuja Ayyangaar to cater to South India’s growing middle class. To cement these 

changes, institutions rose to prominence in the early twentieth century, most notably the Music 

Academy Madras, which was established in 1928.  The Academy was tasked with standardizing 

Carnatic music and has henceforth done so through educational curricula and the sponsorship of 

Carnatic musicology conferences. They also contribute significantly to Carnatic music’s most 

important annual concert festival known as December Season. 

The music institutions that emerged in the early twentieth century were a reflection of a 

greater revolution taking place in India.  India’s nationalism movement was strengthening, and 

independence from Great Britain was the primary agenda. Indian classical music, Carnatic in the 

South and Hindustani in the North, played a significant role in demonstrating an Indian approach 

to balancing tradition and modernity: the music itself has been a part of Indian culture for at least 

two millennia and is thus a uniquely Indian tradition; the modernist reformation the music 

undergone during the Golden Age represents Indian modernity.  

Before the nineteenth century, Carnatic music was performed acoustically in small court 

or temple settings. The increased availability of amplification technology early in the twentieth 

century allowed for musicians to take advantage of larger performance venues filled by India’s 
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growing middle class.  Although microphones have been the most common tool for amplification 

since that time, they are not the only or most viable option for every scenario.  

Electrification Vs. Amplification: Amplification Technology  

Sound amplification has three major components: first a transducer captures the initial 

sound and converts it to an electrical signal, then the signal’s strength is increased by an 

amplifier, and finally the increased signal is projected through a speaker. The first step of this 

chain is where the microphone or magnetic pickup is used and is most important to this study. 

Though there are many different types of microphone technology, the underlying premise 

is that microphones capture sound waves. This means that any pressure wave can be amplified 

using a microphone – be it a musical sound, the sound of wind, or anything else.    

The magnetic pickup can only capture an electric pulse from the movement of metal 

strings within a magnetic field created by the pickup; therefore, a magnetic pickup can 

theoretically work in a vacuum, whereas a microphone cannot.  

There are practical implications for the way each device works. Because a microphone 

captures all sound, one could be placed at the center of a room to capture the music from a group 

of musicians. Since a magnetic pickup only amplifies magnetic strings, a musician could have 

only the pristine sound of a chordophone amplified in an otherwise noisy environment. There are 

also important side effects of magnetic amplification, which are the basis for their use in Carnatic 

music. Because signal strength is not reliant on a sound wave, a sound can be produced with less 

force, which eases playability. Pickups are also capable of capturing low-level vibrations, which 

increases how long notes can be sustained. This increased sustain aids in the performance of 

Carnatic music’s ornaments, or gamaka. 
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For this research, I will only be exploring instruments that use a magnetic pickup, all of 

which are best categorized as electric instruments. The first musician to electrify an Indian 

instrument was Sundaram Balachander (1927-1990), and his instrument of choice was the veena.  

Musicians  

Sundaram Balachander – among many other things – was a vainika (veena player) 

famous for his perfectionism. He did not like the sound of the veena amplified through a 

microphone because he believed that this method projected not only the desirable sounds of the 

instrument, but also the undesirable noises such as those caused by the player’s fingers moving 

across the veena’s neck during performance. Such misgivings and attention to detail prompted 

Balachander to spend a decade experimenting with different amplification options, which started 

during his first tour of the United States in 1962. In the 1970s, he had a magnetic pickup custom 

made for his veena. Balachander believed the resulting sound represented the true voice of the 

instrument.  

 Balachander’s initial innovation happened during a time when Indian classical music and 

Western music were benefiting from much cross-musical exchange. This success, however, was 

mainly limited to North Indian (Hindustani) music. Indeed, Hindustani music continues to be 

favored by Western audiences even today. 

The guitarist John McLaughlin was one of the first Western musicians to highlight 

Carnatic influence with his fusion group Shakti (1976-1977). Also notable is the inclusion of the 

first electric mandolin player, Uppalapu Srinivas (1969-2014), in the Shakti lineup during the 

group’s 1996 revival, Remember Shakti. 

Srinivas is a highly regarded innovator of Carnatic music because he adopted the 

mandolin to the tradition. To do so, he modified the mandolin by replacing the standard 
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arrangement of four courses (pairs) of strings with four single strings, which better facilitated the 

playing of gamaka (ornaments).  Gamaka are essential to the Carnatic tradition, and no music is 

rendered without them.  

Noteworthy too is that the strings on Srinivas’s mandolin were tuned not in the 

conventional Western manner (GG-DD-AA-EE), but rather to match the intervallic structure 

used on the veena and violin, known as Sa-Pa tuning. Srinivas performed on an electric mandolin 

from his earliest concerts, bypassing the potential issues of an acoustic instrument with 

microphone amplification. He has inspired an entire generation of Carnatic mandolin performers, 

such that the instrument is now common within the tradition.  

The first Carnatic electric guitarist was Sukumar Prasad. Unfortunately, not much is 

known about him because after releasing one cassette in 1985, he disappeared from the Carnatic 

music scene. Since that cassette, he has not released any music, nor to my knowledge has he 

performed publicly. I have not been able to make contact with him or any of the musicians with 

whom he performed.   

Prasanna Ramaswamy is currently the most popular Carnatic guitarist. In fact, many 

casual listeners know him as the original Carnatic guitarist, though in interviews he always 

makes a point to acknowledge Prasad as the first. Prasanna has been the tradition’s primary 

practitioner since the 1990s, producing multiple CDs and performing and teaching 

internationally. He has been widely accepted within the world of Carnatic music performance, 

and is currently working to further popularize the guitar in Carnatic music. 
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Survey of Literature 

Music Technologization and the Guitar  

This thesis will build upon existing scholarship on musical technologization that 

addresses a wide range of topics. A few of the most common are: recording technology and its 

history (Burgess 2014; Milner 2009), the effects of broadcast radio in different cultures (Ahmad 

2005; Danielson 1997), and how cultures across the world implement audio technology (Greene 

et al. 2004; Lysloff et al. 2003; Theberge et al. 1997).  The last of these topics is the most 

applicable to my research, but much of the focus of these texts is technology as a means to 

change the very sound of an existing instrument, or to completely bypass a traditional 

instrument. As noted, the technology I explore relative to Carnatic music is not used primarily as 

a way to create new sounds or to remove instruments, but rather as a means to facilitate the 

adoption of instruments previously incapable of meeting the performance demands of the 

tradition.  

Among the staggering amount of guitar-specific scholarship a few texts are notable for: 

thoroughly explaining magnetic pickup technology (Brosnac 1983; Hunter 2008), detailing the 

history of the guitar and electric guitar in America (Noonan 2008), and exploring the electric 

guitar as, to quote Steve Waksman, “a tool for social and cultural (as well as aesthetic) 

transformation” across genres and traditions (Waksman et al. 1999: 13). The purpose of 

Waksman’s work is closely aligned with mine here. A recent book by Kevin Dawe builds on 

Waksman’s study by exploring “the guitar among the cultures and societies of the world, whilst 

drawing on studies of material culture, technology, new media, the body and senses, cognition, 

gender and sexuality, and globalization” (Dawe 2010: xvii). Although genres across the world 
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are represented in Dawe’s book, within South Asia only the North Indian guitar is discussed (2-

6).  

 One important trend across the literature is viewing the guitar – and even more so the 

electric guitar – as an iconic instrument that transcends the simple status of a tool used to create 

music. The most common example is the guitar’s status as an instrument which is central to 

multiple counterculture movements (Bannister 2006; Goldman 2001; Whiteley 1992). These 

movements rely on the acoustic guitar, or an electric guitar with a highly processed sound; 

though neither correlates directly to Carnatic music, this literature provides evidence for the 

guitar’s cultural power.  

In American music, the history of the electric guitar in early jazz (Sallis 1996) exhibits 

relevant parallels to that of electric chordophones in Carnatic music. For a period, the banjo was 

favored in jazz because the acoustic guitar was simply not loud enough to compete with horn 

sections. If used at all, the guitar was only a rhythmic and chordal accompaniment instrument.  

For example, jazz enthusiasts marvel at the guitar playing of Freddie Green (1911-1987) largely 

because, though he was never central in the musical texture (e.g., as a melodic soloist), his 

rhythmic presence could always be felt in ways that made an invaluable contribution to the deep 

swing groove of the Count Basie Orchestra, in which he played throughout virtually his entire 

career (Alexander 1999: 32; Sallis 1996: 147). Magnetic pickups effectively changed the role of 

the guitar in jazz because increased volume allowed for the instrument to be used to perform 

melodies and melodic improvisations (Waksman et al. 1999: 22-23). This is an important part of 

jazz history because one of the earliest jazz electric guitarists, Charlie Christian (1916-1942), as 

well as all those who followed him, would go on to contribute significantly to the musical 

vocabulary and aesthetic of the music henceforth.  
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Carnatic Music  

In addition to the scholarship on musical technologization, this thesis also contributes to 

research on Carnatic music throughout the twentieth century and up to the present. Treaties from 

as early as 200 A.D. are referenced, but the most significant scholarship for my work addresses 

Carnatic music as it is currently practiced. Much of this work focuses on Carnatic music’s 

relationship to pre- and postcolonial India, as well as Indian modernity and nationalism. 

An exemplary text that demonstrates the nineteenth to twentieth-century transformation 

of Carnatic music from a courtly practice to a national music is From the Tanjore Court to the 

Madras Music Academy: A Social History of Music in South India, by Lakshmi Subramanian. 

The book explains why Carnatic music is currently practiced as it is by placing the genre in 

eighteenth to twentieth-century India, and highlighting the various political and social agendas 

that shaped it.  By doing so, most questions related to performance practice are contextualized 

and thoroughly explained. This book is significant to any scholar of Carnatic music of the post-

eighteenth century period, as the tradition is predominantly practiced even today in a manner that 

was crystallized during that earlier time. A similar process occurred in Hindustani music and is 

chronicled in Two Men and Music: Nationalism in the Making of an Indian Classical Tradition, 

by Janaki Bakhle. Although Hindustani music will not be my focus, the simultaneous occurrence 

of transformation in both genres in almost identical ways lends validity to the importance of 

music for this larger movement.  

Amanda Weidman’s Singing the Classical, Voicing the Modern: The Postcolonial 

Politics of Music in South India is a foundational source for the theoretical orientation of this 

thesis. Weidman postulates that the violin2 as a symbol of modernism was as important to the 

                                                 
2 Since the eighteenth century the violin has been the most common melodic accompaniment instrument in Carnatic 

music.  
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instrument’s success in the Carnatic tradition as its ability to perform microtonal music. To this 

point she writes, “I take into account the instrumentality of musical instruments, that is the fact 

that they are not just vehicles for producing sound but also social instruments, instruments for 

thinking about music and its significance” (Weidman 2006:14). Her research shows the 

importance of instruments in Carnatic music; something often overlooked because the genre has 

a lyrical song repertoire. Ultimately, this leads me to the following questions: is the act of 

electrifying instruments as opposed to amplifying them significant past its technical advantage, 

and is there something about the electric guitar in particular that makes it attractive to a tradition 

considered traditional, classical, and modern? Weidman addresses a range of topics, spanning 

from the languages used in specific repertories to the reputation of female artists, but it is her 

theorization of the “instrumentality” of the violin in “voicing the modern” in postcolonial India 

that is especially relevant and transferable to my own treatment of the electric mandolin and 

guitar, both within India and relative to a larger Carnatic zeitgeist that has moved to a more 

global and inclusive consciousness. 

Of the three instruments discussed in this thesis, only one, the veena, has a large body of 

related scholarship. Two biographies are useful for constructing an idea of the state of the veena 

in the twentieth century. Veena Dhanammal: The Making of a Legend, by Lakshmi 

Subramanian, chronicles the career of vainika Dhanammal (1866-1938). Dhanammal was the 

torchbearer of a specific veena tradition popular before Carnatic music modernization, and was 

largely ignored during the latter half of her career due to her reluctance to change with the times. 

Dhanammal’s story speaks to the complexity of this transitional period and gives a perspective 

outside of the more common discussions of nationalism and tradition.  
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 In stark contrast to Subramanian’s biography of Dhanammal is Vikram Sampath’s 

biography of Sundaram Balachander, Voice of the Veena: S Balachander. Whereas Dhanammal 

resisted the changes occurring at the time, Balachander embraced them. He had an illustrious 

career in nearly all art mediums unique to twentieth-century India: Bollywood acting, playback 

singing,3 and Hindustani performance, as well as Carnatic music. These accomplishments came 

from an early age and his child prodigy status – and immense talent – propelled him to succeed 

throughout his entire life. Most significant to my research is Balachander’s aforementioned 

innovation of equipping the veena with an electric pickup. As the first vainika to amplify his 

veena with a pickup, he effectively established the lineage of instrument electrification in 

Carnatic music that is the subject of this thesis.  

Theoretical Approach 

During the turn of the twentieth century, music technology was used primarily to 

broadcast and record music, but in the 1960s a new use came to the fore; namely, technology as a 

means to change the very sound of an existing instrument or to bypass one completely. The 

guitar continues to be one of the most popular electric instruments for this pursuit – surpassed 

perhaps by only the keyboard synthesizer. When the average person imagines the sound of the 

electric guitar, the sound that usually comes to mind is the heavily distorted and/or processed 

rock n’ roll tone, which became popular during the 1960s and 1970s. This illustrates the iconic 

nature of the electric guitar as established during this pivotal time in Western popular music 

history.  The use of the electric guitar enabled musicians to create sounds that were not possible 

on its acoustic counterpart. This, in turn, gave way to new possibilities for composition, and 

there are even entire genres based on the use of heavily processed electric instruments. 

                                                 
3
 The process of prerecording the music in Bollywood films to be played while actors lip synch.  
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Electronic and electric experimentation have been utilized in Indian music, especially in 

Bollywood music and other popular genres, to provide effected tonal variety. When 

electrification is used in Carnatic music, however, an un-effected or “clean” tone is desirable. 

Therefore, magnetic pickups are used in Carnatic music exclusively for their simple, practical 

benefits of increasing sustain and timbral clarity, not for manipulating, distorting, or otherwise 

altering the instruments’ natural timbres.    

Because the popular music sound image of the electric guitar is so iconic, it remains part 

of the instrument’s identity even when not utilized – as is the case in Carnatic music.  In this 

thesis, I explore how parts of that identity become manifest in Carnatic music as performed on 

the electric guitar. In doing so, I take into account that the electric guitar is not only an 

instrument of Carnatic music production but also a tool through which musical identities can be 

cultivated. For the individual the identity is that of not just a traditional South Indian musician, 

but an international musician as well; for the greater music culture, there is a projection of 

greater global awareness and inclusiveness.    

The concept of projecting cultural meaning onto instruments is common throughout the 

world. Historically, in both North India (Neuman 1990; Qureshi 2007) and South India 

(Viswanathan and Allen 2003; Weidman 2006), performing on specific musical instruments, or 

performing certain genres, comes with an extra-musical identity. Although many of these 

identity-related ideas have changed dramatically in modern India, there are certainly remnants of 

them in the music culture (Krishna 2015). Weidman convincingly argues that the Western 

violin’s distinctive instrumentality encompasses tradition and modernity (14). It was an 

instrument already used in experimental fusions of Western and Indian music, yet it was also a 

practical instrument for Carnatic music. Weidman presents a rationale for this acceptance based 
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on the violin’s primary function in Carnatic music as an accompaniment instrument: “Prevailing 

explanations and descriptions of Karnatic music emphasize the vocal nature of Karnatic music 

and relegate the violin to the status of mere accompaniment, a colonial add-on to an already 

existent tradition”(15). Another common story amongst musicians is that there has always been a 

single string bowed fiddled in India, which Europeans took, refined to the violin, and eventually 

brought back to India. Be it by making the instrument secondary to the voice, or by assigning it 

an Indian origin; there is an attempt to reduce the instrument’s potential colonial stigma, which 

indirectly speaks to the power of instruments in culture.  

The violin’s position was cemented during India’s modern period and has been a staple 

ever since. The instrument itself reflects the greater cultural agenda of the time, remaining 

traditional while embracing modernity. I argue that the electric guitar brings a more global and 

inclusive dimension to Carnatic music, and is perhaps a continuation of the previously 

established modernity agenda. Like the violin, the guitar is capable of producing Carnatic music, 

which is the foremost consideration for its adoption. Both instruments are comparatively 

inexpensive, which along with their transportability and global distribution, increase their 

accessibility. The guitar is also able to switch between the imagined dichotomies of Western vs. 

Indian music, harmony vs. melody; it could, therefore, be used to perform Western popular, 

Carnatic, and Bollywood music, the three genres that dominated the soundscape of Prasanna’s 

and Srinivas’s childhoods in South India. Srinivas first emerged on the international scene in the 

1980s, which is when the world music market was starting to flourish, and Prasanna came soon 

after, in the 1990s. They both explored fusion projects as well as traditional Carnatic music early 

in their careers, and later became known as international musicians. This identity is far removed 

from that of Balachander, who experimented with magnetic pickups and toured internationally 
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from the 1960s onward, but was not known for exploring musical genres from outside of India. 

Srinivas and Prasanna have thus contributed significantly to an increased international awareness 

of Carnatic music. They are also examplars of how a Carnatic musician can successfully remain 

traditional while embracing modernity and cross-genre experimentation.  

Methodology 

The primary fieldwork for this thesis took place during the months of June and July in 

2015. During this time, I studied Carnatic guitar with Prasanna in New York City, where he 

currently resides. These sessions were recorded (visual and audio) and played an important role 

during my solo practicing. The lessons lasted for two to three hours each, and we met for five 

consecutive weeks.  

At the beginning of each lesson, I interviewed Prasanna on topics ranging from his own 

studies of Carnatic music to his current music projects. Afterward, I would ask any questions that 

emerged from my previous week of study and interview transcription process. Prasanna would 

then teach me new material through a hybrid method of singing and playing on the guitar, a 

strategy common in Carnatic pedagogy. My previous guitar experience and basic understanding 

of Carnatic music allowed us to focus exclusively on the music instead of general playing 

technique and theory.   

Because I am most interested in the unique ways Carnatic music is adapted for guitar, I 

requested to learn two ragas: Nattai and Abhogi.  Between these two ragas, all gamakas and 

swaras (notes) that may appear to be problematic for the guitar are thoroughly explored. I was 

taught an alapana (melodic improvisation) and one popular song in each raga.  

My approach as a participant-observer student of Carnatic guitar under Prasanna’s 

tutelage was influenced methodologically by Michael B. Bakan’s account in Music of Death and 
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New Creation (1999) of his experiences learning gamelan beleganjur drumming in Bali, 

Indonesia, with I Ketut Sukarata. Bakan’s book begins and ends with reflexive sections that give 

the reader a view into his process as a scholar and musician; this was essentially a hybrid process 

combining traditional Balinese pedagogical and learning methods with more Western methods 

that Bakan added to the process. My Carnatic guitar learning experience was of a similarly 

hybrid nature, mixing traditional Carnatic pedagogy with jazz terminology and video recording, 

the latter functioning similarly to transcribed musical notations in Bakan’s methodology. Hybrid 

methods of learning are individualistic and thus have inherent biases; therefore, reflexivity is 

crucial, as it enables the acknowledgment of these potential biases while highlighting the 

uniqueness of individual experience. Without my prior guitar training in other genres of music, I 

would not have realized the significance of specific techniques unique to Carnatic guitar; nor 

would I have approached them in the same manner. 

Thesis Structure 

 This thesis can be read as a document focusing on a lineage of the electric plucked 

chordophone tradition within Carnatic music. In Carnatic music culture, some instrumentalists 

choose to use their primary instrument as part of their stage name, which comes before their first 

name and omits the last name (i.e. Sundaram Balachander becomes Veena Balachander). Each 

chapter is titled in this manner and focuses primarily on one musician, their instrument, and one 

of their contributions to Carnatic music culture. The chapters are chronological in regards to each 

musician’s performance age. However, because most of the musicians discussed started 

experimenting with electric pickups at around the same time and in the same place (see Chapter 

Three), it is difficult to construct a clear chronology of their electric pickup usage. Therefore, the 

lineage should only be understood as a presentation of some of the leading musicians who 
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informed the use of electric plucked chordophones, and cause-and-effect relationships should not 

be assumed unless specified. Throughout the chapters, I include quotes from Prasanna, which are 

presented in italics, alongside my words instead of off-set by block quotes. This strategy is most 

prominently used in Chapter Four, in which Prasanna is presented as the chapter’s main subject.  

 In Chapter Two I discuss the veena and how theories of its different playing styles affect 

how we understand Carnatic instrumental music. I then focus on the vainika Sundaram 

Balachander, highlighting his various innovations that include – but are not limited to – his use 

of magnetic pickup technology. As the first Carnatic musician to electrify a traditional 

chordophone, Balachander represents the beginning of the lineage explored.  

 In Chapter Three, mandolin player Srinivas is the primary musician discussed. A highly 

regarded innovator of Carnatic music, Srinivas’s adoption and modification of the mandolin 

revolutionized the tradition. Because Srinivas was as much an international musician as he was a 

traditional Carnatic one, I also discuss his work with guitarist John Mclaughlin, who helped to 

popularize Carnatic music in the West.  

 Chapter Four is shaped by my participant-observation studies with guitarist Prasanna. 

The chapter includes: in-depth Carnatic theory, detailed explanations of playing technique, and 

musical transcriptions, all under the umbrella of Prasanna’s musical philosophy (musical 

practicality).   

Finally, in Chapter Five I return to each of the three musicians, and consider their 

contributions in reference to each other. I conclude by discussing the importance Prasanna will 

play in furthering the lineage, as he is the only living musician discussed.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 VEENA BALACHANDER AND INSTRUMENTAL STYLES 
 

This chapter focuses on the veena, the first traditional Carnatic instrument to be amplified 

with a magnetic pickup, and the vainika who did so, Sundaram Balachander.  I begin by 

establishing the cultural significance of the veena, and by explaining the theorization of different 

veena playing styles. I then direct my attention to Balachander, starting with his early musical 

development and experimentation with amplification technology. After establishing the 

importance of the electric magnetic pickup to his style, I discuss how he redesigned the veena 

structurally, drawing on technology originally developed for the guitar. I conclude by assessing 

his playing style and long-term musical reception.  

The Veena 

India’s most popular traditional chordophone is the veena. The first written references to 

the word “veena” are found in documents from the Vedic period, 1500-500 BCE, where it was 

used not to describe one specific instrument, but rather as a name for any stringed instrument 

(Subramanian 1985: 8). Later, the same term was used relative to a particular instrument in a 

discussion of pitch theory in India’s earliest arts treatise, the Naatyasastra (200BCE-200AD) 

(Prajnanananda 1973: 25); here, the description of the veena closely resembles its current state. 

The veena’s cultural significance is unquestionable, and it is even used outside of music 

throughout India to connote symbolically concepts of philosophy, metaphysics, yoga, 

numerology, and religion. The instrument is often depicted with gods, and the most famous 

South Indian veena bears the name of a goddess, the Saraswati veena. As the Hindu goddess of 

both knowledge and the arts – including music— Saraswati’s pairing with the tradition’s 

quintessential melodic instrument is fitting. The Saraswati veena, henceforth veena, has been a 
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staple of Carnatic music – the tradition’s most important melodic solo instrument – since at least 

the Golden Age. 

 

 

Figure One: Veena Construction (Sampath 2012) 

 

 

The veena (Figure One: Veena Construction) is about four feet in length, and both the 

dandi (neck/fingerboard) and kudam (body) are constructed from hollowed pieces of jack wood. 

The kudam is the primary resonator and is between nine and 11 inches deep; a deeper kudam has 

more resonant space and a louder sound. The sorakkai is an additional, removable resonator that 

can be attached to the opposite end of the dandi.  There are three birdai (tuning pegs) attached to 

the dandi for the sympathetic strings, also known as tala strings. Resting on top of the dandi are 

24 metal, fixed mettus (frets). At the end furthest from the kudam is the yali, a peg box for the 
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four playing strings (also known as fretting, main, or melody strings) decoratively carved as a 

dragon. In-between the yali and dandi is the meru, the veena equivalent of the nut on Western 

chordophones. All seven metal strings are tuned to either Sa or Pa in an alternating pattern, 

mimicking the reference pitches produced from the drone.  Historically, in the four regions that 

make up the Carnatic tradition, veena construction has varied due to the availability of materials 

as well as local instrument making preferences. These regional differences also influenced 

playing style. 

Instrumental Styles: Gayaki and Tantrakari 

 Though all instrumentalists ultimately seek to produce vocal-like music, there are 

different philosophies regarding what constitutes the meaning of vocal-like.  If placed on a 

spectrum, on one end would be the gayaki style, an approach that emphasizes an almost literal 

interpretation of the phrase vocal-like. Starting with the right hand, the vainika only strikes a 

note where there are syllables in the lyrics, which is known as sahitya meetu (lyrical plucking). 

Just as a vocalist can only sing one note at a time, the vainika too would only play one string at a 

time. Gayaki playing also tends to have a more laid back feel, and the music is generally not 

performed at tempos faster than those in which vocalists would normally sing.  

On the polar opposite end of our imagined spectrum is a style known as tantrakari. The 

tantrakari style emphasizes using techniques that demonstrate the uniqueness of a specific 

instrument, and can be performed by any type of instrumentalist. For many this means playing 

music at faster speeds than a vocalist. On the veena specifically, one could play passages in 

octaves, and some vainikas have even used dyads. The naming of sympathetic strings as tala 

(rhythm/meter) strings hints at their potential role in this style. The tala strings are used to create 

rhythmic effects while the fretting strings are simultaneously used to produce a melodic line. 
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Another right hand technique is striking the main strings at different places to create tonal 

variety.  

 When speaking about the veena, scholars have assigned different styles of playing, 

known as banis, to different regions. Banis are informed by a symbiotic relationship between 

veena construction and philosophies regarding vocal-like music. For example, the Mysore Bani 

is distinctive for having a physically light, tantrakari approach to the veena (Kumaresh 2013).  

Historically, the Mysore instrument itself had a thin kudam top and was much less rugged than 

modern veenas. Vainikas from Mysore used their fingernails instead of a plectrum, likely due to 

less string tension, and frequently played the tala strings.  For the left hand, straight tones and 

horizontal playing was favored because the added pressure caused by performing excessive 

bending could damage the more delicate Mysore veena.  

In modern veena performance, banis are less emphasized due to increased travel and the 

availability of recorded music, both of which have lessened regional standardization in veena 

technique and aesthetics. Moreover, every style of veena playing takes advantage of both gayaki 

and tantrakari approaches. The regional differences that led to the theorization of banis were 

maintained by kingdoms, and the absence of exclusive kingdoms in modern India is another 

major contributing factor to the disintegration of banis.  However, there was one vainika who 

had a style so revolutionary it was later categorized as a bani in and of itself. That vainika was 

Sundaram Balachander.  

Sundaram Balachander: Early Life 

Sundaram Balachander (1927-1990) was born to Sundaram Iyer, a well-educated and 

successful lawyer who played multiple instruments recreationally, and Iyer’s wife Parvathi, an 

amateur violinist. He was one of six children, the oldest being his brother Rajam. Though neither 
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of his parents were professional musicians, there was a shared passion for music in the family.  

Parvathi’s status as a violin player represented a popular hobby in early-twentieth-century India; 

Iyer’s passion for singing, as well as for playing the veena and the North Indian tabla drums, led 

him to turn the family home into a salon, which prominent Indian musicians would visit 

frequently, filling the home with the best music Chennai had to offer.  

Rajam started singing at an early age, and was put under the tutelage of visiting artists. At 

age 11 he won a medal in a music contest sponsored by the Music Academy Madras.  It was 

around this same time that Balachander began to focus intently on the Indian classical music that 

was such a central part of his domestic soundscape, both via the salon performances and his 

older brother’s vocal lessons. In 1931, Balachander received a kanjira (South Indian tambourine-

like instrument) as a gift from one of the visiting musicians. At the tender age of four, he showed 

considerable promise, demonstrating impressive levels of dexterity and musicianship while only 

learning through osmosis.  

1931 was also an important year for India’s film industries, as it was the first time sound 

accompanied motion picture, and India’s top musicians were recruited for the budding film 

music markets. Because overdubbing technology had not yet come to India, directors relied 

heavily on classical musician-cum-actors to appear in films. Among those to flock to the new 

industry was the entire Sundaram family.  The eldest daughter, Jayalakshmi, played Seetha – the 

lead female role— in the 1934 film Seetha Kalyanam, while Rajam played the hero, Rama. Iyer 

did a cameo role as the father of Seetha, King Janaka. While on the movie set, six-year-old 

Balachander entertained the cast and crew by playing kanjira.  He was so loved that the director 

rewrote the film to include a small solo scene for Balachander to demonstrate his kanjira talents 
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(Sampath 2012: 13). This was the start of the public’s fascination with Balachander, as the film 

was a great success and his role was much praised.  

In 1937 Balachander became a child chess champion while continuing to teach himself 

music. He then accompanied Rajam on tour playing the kanjira, tabla, and sitar.  Next, 

Balachander worked as a resident musician from 1942-1945 for India’s premiere national radio 

company, All India Radio; at the height of this success, he was only eighteen. During his tenure 

at the radio station, Balachander fell in love with the veena, and soon after dedicated his life to 

inventing and perfecting a style he believed to be the most vocal-like ever on the instrument. 

Balachander later reflected on this time in his life, saying:  

From childhood whenever necessary, from time to time, then and there, I have had to 

make up my mind and come to several such decisions on many an occasion and also 

strictly adhere to these with staunch conviction plus unflinching assertion, cum intense 

dedication which have enormously helped shape my musical career. From year 1945 I 

completely left off playing on all the other instruments coinciding with my leaving the 

service of AIR [All India Radio] and I started to concentrate to exclusively perform 

concerts on my veena, performing recitals in sabhas [classical music organizations], in 

festivals, in temples, in wedding receptions, in concert halls, in music colleges, in radio 

and TV and in records. Thus, ever since, establishing myself as a regular, frequent and 

consistent concert artiste. (As cited in Sampath 2012: 54) 

This brief history of Balachander’s life leading up to his commitment to the veena is only 

a partial representation of his success. He would still go on to be a movie star, director, film 

composer, and playback singer, being predominantly self-taught in each craft. Balachander 

became an icon of the time and is still considered one of the most prolific musicians ever to play 
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the veena.  Here I must reiterate that Balachander was adamantly self-taught during a time when 

Indian musicians used the names of their gurus to help establish their reputation and prestige – a 

popular practice even today. Early on Balachander was encouraged by his vainika peers to obtain 

proper training, but he resisted, stating, “What does so-and-so know to teach me? I will make my 

own destiny on this instrument!” (as cited in Sampath 2012: 42). The destiny that Balachander 

pursued was a near complete reimagining of playing technique.  

Balachander’s Transition to the Veena 

On a macro level, people like, say, Balamuralikrishna, Gopalnath, Balachander, etc. they 

are real trail blazers so they are my big inspirations. Now I don’t play in their style at all, I may 

or may not jell with certain aspects of what they do in their style, but there is no denying that 

people like them are needed. They’re just needed amongst much more conventional people who 

do everything right. There has to be a good balance because when you say radical it is only 

radical for one side of people. For the other it is probably very natural. (Prasanna 2015)  

 

 Balachander’s approach to the gayaki style was to create extended melodic lines using 

note bending extensively, with as few right hand plucks as possible. He would even take this 

technique to a new level by striking open strings and then bending behind the meru (nut). 

Whereas prior vainikas were known to pull a string two or three notes higher than the original 

pitch, Balachander pulled strings as much as an octave higher, sometimes even more. This 

preference for pulling as a means to change pitch and create gamaka may be a vestige of his 

early development on the sitar.  

Both sitarists and rudra vainikas (North Indian Saraswati veena equivalent) pull strings 

far more than Saraswati vainikas. North Indian classical music has multiple alankars (North 
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Indian ornaments) that are types of slides between notes, namely, meenb and andolaan, and 

many North Indian ragas require slow, extended bending techniques (bhairav, ramkali, bhairavi, 

etc.). The slower oscillating between notes, in particular, is not as common in Carnatic music, 

but Balachander would go on to incorporate the technique in a way that was wholly 

representative of the Carnatic tradition. Such technique, though, requires very aggressive 

playing, which is in direct conflict with the very nature of the veena.  

On a philosophical level, the veena is often imagined to have a feminine gentleness 

because of its mellow, sweet tone and pairing with Goddess Saraswati (Sampath 2012: 144).  

The veena embodies this image through a history of usage in small, intimate gatherings. 

Philosophy aside, on a practical level the veena has idiosyncrasies that conflict with 

Balachander’s vision, the first being a lack of projection and sustain.  

Amplification Experimentation 

 Most vainikas of the early to mid-twentieth century dealt with acoustic difficulties 

brought about by the change in concert format – from intimate royal court gatherings to public 

presentations in large concert spaces – by amplifying their veenas with microphones.  For 

Balachander, though, microphone amplification was not a viable solution. First, he did not like 

the fact that microphones picked up ambient noise. Secondly, microphones did nothing for the 

veena’s sustain, as they only amplified sound coming from the instrument and surrounding area. 

From the 1950s to 1960s, Balachander experimented with contact microphones, microphones 

attached directly to the body of an instrument that uses pressure waves to create sound, and piezo 

pickups, a different type of contact transducer that captures sound by using crystals to convert 

physical energy into electricity.  Because contact microphones are closer to the sound source – 

literally in direct contact with it—they can dramatically reduce ambient noise, but banging 
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against the instrument still creates a sharp, unpleasant sound, and contact microphones do not 

increase sustain. Piezo transducers completely eliminate ambient noise because they convert the 

physical vibrations from the instrument into electric energy, which is then amplified. This 

process can lead to more sustain because the sound is drawn directly from the instrument’s 

vibrations; however, any impact on the instrument causes a vibration that would also be 

amplified. Apart from the effects on sustain, ambient noise, and mechanical playing noise, each 

type of amplification also has a unique sound, and different musicians tend to prefer one or the 

other as a matter of personal preference.  Ultimately, however, none of the available options 

produced a sound that Balachander liked, so he pursued other possibilities.  

Finally, in the late 1970s, Balachander’s thirty-year journey for perfect sound production 

came to an electric end when he had a magnetic pickup custom built to his exact specifications. 

The electric magnetic pickup works differently than the above types of amplification.  As the 

name suggests, the electric pickup creates a magnetic field between the pickups and metal 

strings. When a string is struck, the vibrations within the magnetic field are captured by the 

pickup, converted into electrical energy, and then amplified through a speaker. The process had 

important implications for Balachander’s style. Because the sound was not being captured from a 

sound wave or from the physical vibrations of the instrument, there was no reproducing of 

ambient or mechanical noise.  Additionally, magnetic pickups were able to capture and increase 

the volume of low-level vibrations, which ultimately created the added sustain Balachander 

sought. He would go on to experiment with different mixer and pre-amp options, but the 

magnetic pickup remained the staple of his sound. Increasing sound projection and sustain were 

foundational in creating the Balachander Bani, but the very structure of the traditional veena 

lacked the sturdiness to endure his physically demanding technique. However, whereas banis of 
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the past had been shaped in part by the idiosyncrasies of their local veenas, Balachander simply 

reengineered the instrument to support his vision. 

The Veena and Electric Guitar Technology 

 
In order to create a veena to support his style, Balachander drew on both practical 

redesigns as well as technology originally developed for the electric guitar (Figure Two: 

Balachander’s Veena). For the veena’s structure, a new, thicker kudam and dandi were carved 

from wood, and the dandi received additional reinforcement via an internal metal sheet. Such 

modifications would ensure that the dandi could withstand extensive bending. The metal sheet is 

similar to a truss rod, a metal rod placed inside guitar necks to stop them from warping. The once 

brass mettus and meru were replaced with stainless steel, and two stainless steel bracing rods 

were added in the peg box area. Because stainless steel is a harder metal than brass, the 

instrument’s durability and overall lifespan was increased when the brass was replaced. Stainless 

steel frets are also popular in guitars for the same reason. The yali reinforcement was to support 

Balachander’s behind the meru bending. 

 Balachander also rethought strings and how they function on the veena. He first started 

using thicker gauge strings that both increased the overall sustain and decreased the likelihood of 

string breakage during performance.  He also had a ritualistic way of preparing and storing the 

spare strings, precutting and adding a ring to them for quick instillation. The new type of strings 

then required a redesigned langar and naga pasa (veena bridge system that holds the strings on 

the opposite end of the tuners).  The new system allowed Balachander to change strings quickly 

during performance. The strings that he used were similar to guitar ball-end strings, which also 

became popular because of their convenience. Like Balachander’s veena, guitars that utilized 

ball end strings have a bridge designed specifically for them 
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Figure Two: Balachander’s Veena. (Sampath 2012) *Balachander’s modifications in italics 

 

 

The other end of the traditional veena’s strings were held in place by wooden birdais that 

were known to slip, which caused the playing strings, in particular, to go out of tune. It was such 

a common occurrence that veena string stability – or more precisely, lack thereof – was used to 

describe life philosophies, as vainika and scholar Dr. Karaikudi S. Subramanian explains:  

The underlying unity between Atman [soul/higher consciousness] and Brahman [supreme 

Hindu God] is the essence of the non-dualistic philosophy. Many aspects of Indian life 

reflect this insistence of fundamental unity. The function of the main strings and the side 

strings reinforces this fundamental unity between Atman and Brahman. The side strings 

provide the adhara sruti (drone). The main strings go out of tune wile playing as they are 

pulled frequently. The side strings are the stable strings as they are not pulled; they are 

only strummed… This is parallel to the philosophical concept of the individual strayed by 

the Karmic actions, seeking the changeless Brahman. (Subramanian 1985: 14-15)  
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Balachander’s more aggressive pulling would surely cause even more frequent tuning 

instability.  He, therefore, replaced the wooden birdais with the more stable chrome, metal 

machine heads found on guitars. With the veena redesigned from the basic structure of the 

instrument, to the strings, Balachander was able to achieve his vision.  

The Balachander Bani and Legacy 

Balachander’s Bani and overall approach to Carnatic music provides an example of the 

complexity of accessing one’s style as exclusively gayaki or tantrakari. First, in addressing his 

gayaki style we have already established that Balachander’s approach was to deliver extended 

melodic ideas after only one pluck. This type of exposition is very similar to how vocalists sing 

improvised lines as part of the lyrics, whereby a vocalist will elongate a particular phrase and 

add extended melodic ideas to the original phrase. Balachander’s style also runs in parallel to 

that of a vocalist during the alapana, where singers do not use lyrics but rather only syllables and 

melody to structure their ideas.  In improvised sections that require syllabic phrasing, thanam 

and swaram singing, Balachander’s use of frequent plucking to create the desired pulse and 

rhythmic feel is also gayaki. At the same time, however, when it came to performing 

compositions, Balachander did not utilize a traditional gayaki technique.  

 The first lesson one would learn in applying the gayaki style to compositions is the use of 

sahitya meetu, or striking strings where syllables in compositions occur.  Balachander gave little 

attention to this approach, and, in general, did not consider compositions important. It was not 

uncommon for him to forget song melodies or disregard them completely during performance, 

and this incited many aficionados, some of whom considered Balachander to be more of a 

technical genius than a true musical performer, to criticize his musicianship harshly.  

Balachander also used the tala strings in the tantrakari style to mark beats and create rhythmic 
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ideas in areas that did not align with lyrics. His playing technique was certainly radical enough to 

warrant both praise and scrutiny, but Balachander took things even farther by disregarding the 

kutcheri format, Carnatic music culture’s traditional, venerated concert structure. 

 When considering how Balachander’s approach to the concert format was revolutionary, 

one must first remember the culture he was performing in: mid-twentieth century Chennai, India. 

Even today most musicians adhere to the kutcheri format, and those who express strong desires 

to change it, such as vocalist T.M. Krishna, for example, are often described as arrogant and 

radical. Balachander was challenging the status quo 65 years prior to Krishna at the very time 

tradition and standardization were encouraged by organizations including the Music Academy 

Madras.  Detailing the ways in which Balachander broke tradition in the concert setting could 

easily be the basis a work in and of itself, but elaborating on just one such venture will be useful.  

 In what would later be called the “45 Ragas Concert Series,” Balachander abandoned the 

entire notion of the kutcheri concert format. These concerts lasted three-and-a-half to four-and-a-

half hours, and he would perform alapanas, thanams, and ragamalika in 45 different ragas with 

only a drone. Carnatic music audiences were used to following along with popular songs, but 

these concerts featured no compositions. Carnatic concerts typically lasted two to two-and-half 

hours; thus, these concerts, sometimes running in excess of four hours, surely had the potential to 

tax audiences considerably. The addition of ragamalika, the process of combining distant ragas 

within a single continuous performance, added to the difficulty of the self-imposed new format.  

Still, Balachander was able to captivate audiences with the 45 Ragas Concerts to the point that he 

became known and ultimately praised for them. Current-day vainikas have replicated this type of 

performance, most recently Dr. Jayanthi Kumaresh in 2014, but I have yet to come across any 
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who have attempted the four-hour presentation (Kumaresh’s performance lasted about two 

hours). 

 Kumaresh is a world-renowned veena performer and scholar who knew and studied with 

Balachander for a period.  While speaking about the Balachander Bani she proclaimed, “He was 

one maverick musician… His performance would be like watching a magic show. Some styles 

are meant to be watched and be awed, not imitated. The grandness of Taj Mahal cannot be 

replicated in building your home" (Kumaresh 2013). The quote is from a lecture demonstration 

by Kumaresh on the history of the veena and banis. Earlier in the lecture, she politely reminded 

the audience to clap after she played audio examples of various legendary vainikas. From the 

moment she began speaking about Balachander, the audience became more expressive, and when 

Kumaresh played his audio examples, the positive exclamations characteristic of an Indian 

audience filled the room, offering evidence of how Balachander’s music continues to captivate 

audiences to this day. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 MANDOLIN SRINIVAS AND INTERNATIONAL CARNATIC MUSIC  

 
In this chapter, I explore the career of the first Carnatic electric mandolin player, 

Uppalapu Srinivas. Starting with his childhood and early music education, I describe the unique 

learning process he underwent to adapt the Western mandolin to the Carnatic idiom, which 

includes inventing a new playing style and slightly modifying the instrument. I then explain how 

his modifications, and additional ones made by his student Suresh Kumar, blur the distinction 

between the electric mandolin and guitar. Afterward, I discuss guitarist John McLaughlin, the 

groups Shakti and Remember Shakti, and Srinivas’s interactions with them. I conclude with an 

account of Srinivas’s untimely passing in 2014 and the continuation of his legacy through his 

brother Uppalapu Rajesh. 

Uppalapu Srinivas: Early Life 

Uppalapu Srinivas (also spelled Shrinivas) was born in Palakol, Andhra Pradesh, to a 

modestly musical family. His father, Satyanaraja, was a clarinet player and did some work in the 

film industry (Krishna 2014), and his younger brother Rajesh is also a mandolin player. Though 

Srinivas did not come from a famous lineage of professional artists, the family as a whole had a 

strong appreciation for music (Uppalapu 2011). Satyanaraja kept an acoustic mandolin in the 

house, a popular instrument for Indian film music, and Srinivas used it to play some of the 

melodies he heard growing up.  Satyanraja was Srinivas’s first teacher, but after realizing his 

son’s strong potential for music, he secured a professional music teacher: Satyanaraja’s guru 

vocalist Rudraraju Subbaraju. Subbaraju was a student of the famed Golden era vocalist 

Chembai Vaidyaatha Bhagavatar (1896-1974), and after Srinivas had popularized the mandolin, 

Subbaraju went on to teach the well-known mandolin duo Sureeusha and Sireesha. The musical 
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education that Srinivas would receive, though, had to be different from that considered 

traditional for Carnatic music students.  

The guru-shishya parampara, or master-disciple tradition, was the standard pedagogical 

framework through which trades were taught in traditional India. For music in particular, this 

meant moving in with a guru and becoming his shishya in life and music. Over the course of at 

least a decade, the shishya would learn from his or her guru not only music, but also the larger 

life lessons associated with being a professional musician. Gurus, today as in the past, teach 

instrumentalists through both singing and performing on their instrument, the instrument serving 

as an extension of the voice; and because the repertoire and vocabulary is universal, it is 

common for gurus to teach instrumentalists and singers alike. Though the tradition has become 

quite different in present-day India, the practices were still fairly standardized at the time 

Srinivas was learning music with Subarajju. Because of the unconventional instrument he was 

studying, however, he and Subarajju had to devise new pedagogical methods and techniques. 

Srinivas had to learn not only the basic music vocabulary and style common to all vocal and 

instrumental traditions, but also how to apply it to an instrument unlike anything found in 

Carnatic music up to that point. His, lessons, therefore came to consist primarily of listening to 

Subbaraju sing, then experimenting with reproducing the sounds, ideas, melodies, and ornaments 

heard, on mandolin. Such experimentation ultimately yielded both a specific Carnatic music 

technique for the mandolin and modifications to the instrument to make it amenable to applying 

that technique. By roughly age nine, Srinivas had established much—if not all—of the playing 

style for which he would become famous.  

The Mandolin or Mini-Electric Guitar? 

I was just playing on my own and then I came to learn about Srinivas. That was right around the 

time he became well known. He was playing on TV all the time and all of that, and I was kind of 
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blown away when I heard him play. Listening to Srinivas legitimized my search.  My own feeling 

that yeah, I can play this music on my guitar. (Prasanna 2015) 

 

The Western mandolin is a plucked chordophone originating from Italy with four courses 

of strings (eight total strings organized in pairs of two) tuned: GG-DD-AA-EE. The instrument is 

generally played with a plectrum and historically it was mostly used in informal music-making 

settings, first in Italy and later in Italian American immigrant communities. In India the mandolin 

has a similar history; it was used in informal music settings, and sparingly in film music scores. 

When used in these contexts the mandolin retained its traditional tuning and playing technique. 

To adapt the Western mandolin for Carnatic music, Srinivas only changed the string 

setup and the tuning. The four courses of strings were replaced by four single strings and tuned 

to Sa and Pa, identical to the veena and violin; he later added a lower string to make five in total.  

Even with single strings, the mandolin’s narrow neck does not allow for the type of bending 

performed on the veena. To accommodate this difference, Srinivas adopted a more violin-like 

method for performing gamaka, sliding horizontally, and the technique would later be used on 

the electric guitar as well. However, whereas endless sustain and loud volume are provided by 

the use of a bow on the violin, the mandolin, like the veena, has a softer tone without sufficient 

resonance for the twentieth-century Carnatic concert stage.  

To compensate for the instrument’s lack of sustain, Western musicians tremolo pick, 

plucking the mandolin’s strings in a rapid manner alternating between up and down strokes. This 

is a standard technique to create long, sustained notes. It was not transferable to the Carnatic 

performance context, however, especially because the use of tremolo picking would compromise 

the integrity of the sahitya meetu (aligning the plucking of strings with the syllables in lyrics). As 

was the case with Balachander and the veena, equipping the mandolin with a magnetic pickup 
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would solve the problem of insufficient sustain. Srinivas only performed on mandolins with 

magnetic pickups, and never experimented with other types of amplification; however, the 

mandolins he used during his career changed over time. 

In Srinivas’s earliest pictures he is seen holding a Western, acoustic, eight-stringed 

mandolin retrofitted with a magnetic pickup. A few years later he can be seen performing on an 

electric mandolin with eight tuners, though only four were utilized, which suggests the 

instrument was not custom made for his playing style. The next mandolin that he performed on, 

red at the center and fading to black at the edges with six tuning pegs, was custom made and 

became iconic (Figure Three: Red Srinivas Mandolin). To this day, many Carnatic mandolin 

players use a replica of the red Srinivas mandolin. The instrument was designed and built by 

instrument maker Thulsi Shah in 1980 (Field 2008: 31).  

Figure Three: Red Srinivas Mandolin 
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Despite the fact that the instrument has six tuning pegs, only five are utilized; the sixth 

does not even have a string attached to it. Aficionados have noted that the sixth peg is there only 

for its aesthetic value. I believe the six tuners are visually appealing because they are reminiscent 

of the guitar, to which the Carnatic mandolin sounds strikingly similar. In addition to resembling 

the electric guitar both visually and sonically, the electric mandolin also takes advantage of 

technology designed for the electric guitar.  

 One of Srinivas’s students, Suresh Kumar, designed a new electric mandolin in the 1990s 

called the Dragon G2 SK-1. The new design included a truss rod, an adjustable metal rod placed 

inside the neck to help with tuning stability and insure the neck does not warp overtime. The 

neck was also screwed on instead of glued into place. The truss rod technology comes directly 

from the guitar, and bolt-on necks were also popularized with the electric guitar. The bridge was 

redesigned to accept ball-end strings, and to have individually adjustable housings for the strings 

so that intonation could be adjusted more precisely, another technological advancement that 

started with the electric guitar. The frets were changed to silver frets made by the United States 

based guitar company Jim Dunlop. Tonal varieties were added via a Fender made 5-way pickup 

selector switch. Fender was the first electric guitar company to offer a solid body instrument, and 

one of their most iconic guitar models, the Fender Stratocaster, introduced the 5-way pickup 

selector.  

I am not the first to draw comparisons between Srinivas’s mandolin and the electric 

guitar. Among the many who have done so is the famed vocalist T.M. Krishna, who writes, “In 

this rather morose environment, emerged this 12-year-old holding an instrument that looked 

almost bigger than him – and on the Carnatic planet an extraterrestrial. He was holding the so-

called mandolin, which was nothing other than a mini-electric guitar” (Krishna 2014).  The 
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“morose environment” that Krishna is referring to is the 1970s to 1980s Carnatic music scene 

that was in distress because a new generation of musicians were replacing the iconic Golden Age 

artists. This generation of artists was the first to popularized electric instruments in the Carnatic 

tradition.  

In 1976 Srinivas performed his first Carnatic concert on a relatively small stage, and he 

made his professional debut by performing during the 1981 December Season to a room of 

Carnatic music connoisseurs. The late 1970s into the early 1980s was an important time for 

Indian electric instruments in general, and it is difficult to ascertain a clear order of musicians 

using magnetic pickup technology on string instruments during this time. As explained in 

Chapter One, in the late 1970s, Balachander equipped his veena with a magnetic pickup after 

many years of experimentation with other amplification technologies. The first Carnatic electric 

guitarist Sukamar Prasad also began performing in the late 1970s. In 1985 he released a 

commercial cassette, but stopped performing soon after.  The technological innovations of 

Srinivas, Prasad, and Balachander during this time corresponded with a larger trajectory of 

intensified South Indian and Western musical interaction.  

John McLaughlin, Shakti, and Srinivas’s International Career 

The story of Indian culture in the Western world started well before the 1970s, but music, 

in particular, experienced great success starting in the 1950s due to the efforts of artists such as 

Yehudi Menuhin, The Beatles, Ravi Shankar, and Ali Akbar Khan. However, all of these 

musicians were popularizing Hindustani music, and Carnatic music was—and still is to some 

degree—comparatively less successful internationally and commercially.  

This situation did not go unnoticed by Indian musicians. Balachander attempted to bring 

Carnatic music to the Western world starting with a 1961 instrumental tour known as Sangeetha 
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Madras (Music Madras). The performances were lecture demonstrations with extensive program 

notes to explain both Hindustani and Carnatic music (Sampath 2012: 103). They were successful 

at the time, but Balachander did not have the Western artistic support that Yehudi Menuhin 

provided for Ravi Shankar in the form of frequent television appearances, LP recordings, and 

concert performances. In the 1970s, more than twenty years into the success of Hindustani 

music, Carnatic music would start to receive mainstream attention through the music of guitarist 

John McLaughlin. His first Indian-inspired group, the Mahavishnu Orchestra, debuted in 1971 

but only featured Western musicians and instruments, and had more Indian influence than 

outright collaboration. Soon afterward McLaughlin formed the group Shakti, which represented 

a true collaboration between Indian and Western genres and musicians.  

The first Shakti lineup featured renowned Carnatic and Hindustani musicians including 

violinist Lakshminarayanan L. Shankar, tabla player Zakir Hussain, ghatam player Thetakudi 

Harihara Vinayakram, mridangam player Ramnad Raghavan, and McLaughlin on guitar. This 

was a cross-cultural group on a couple of different levels: on the one hand, between Indian 

musics and Western musics, and on the other, between leading musicians raised in the two 

primary classical traditions of India: Hindustani music of the north and Carnatic music of the 

south. However, despite drawing from both classical traditions, the Carnatic musical imprint of 

Shakti was most prominent. As in many Carnatic ensembles, the group relied heavily on 

percussion and on rhythms drawn directly from the talas of Carnatic music.  Many Shakti songs 

emphasize rhythmic improvisations of Carnatic lineage, and even the melodic ideas emphasize 

Carnatic rhythms.  Moreover, the group makes use of konnokal, a vocal percussion vocabulary 

unique to Carnatic music. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, McLaughlin created the group 
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with the exploration of Carnatic music—and collaborations with Carnatic musicians—

specifically in mind.  

 McLaughlin first became interested in Indian music when he was a teenager and heard a 

performance on BBC Radio of Valayapatti A.R. Subramaniam on thavil (South Indian drum) and 

T.N. Rajarathnam Pillai on nadaswaram (South Indian double reed aerophone). He would later 

go on to study Indian philosophy and mediation before deciding to study veena with Dr. S 

Ramanathan, who was teaching at Wesleyan University at the time. McLaughlin chose to pursue 

veena studies because he was inspired by the music of Balachander, and he continues to talk 

about him even today in interviews. McLaughlin also studied Carnatic music theory with Ravi 

Shankar, who was well versed in such theory despite his primary training as a Hindustani 

musician. Though McLaughlin was and remains passionate about Indian music and culture, he 

never had aspirations to become a professional Indian classical musician or to perform traditional 

Indian music. During a 2008 interview, he explained his original vision of the group Shakti: 

The idea was just to play. I studied veena but I don’t want to play Indian music. What I 

want to do is to play with the people I love, admire, respect and who I find so inspiring. 

But to do so I should learn the rules and regulations of Indian music, north or south or 

both, so for me this was the primary directive to learn the rules and regulations that 

govern Indian music to be able to play with these people. (McLaughlin 2008) 

Prior to forming Shakti, McLaughlin had been known as an electric guitarist, but when he 

performed with Shakti he used a custom-built acoustic guitar. The Shakti Guitar had a set of 

seven extra strings that ran underneath the standard six. The seven strings were used similarly to 

the tala strings on the veena. In addition to ringing as sympathetic strings traditionally do, 

McLaughlin would also strum the strings to create a droning effect while he improvised with the 
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group’s violinist, L. Shankar. The Shakti Guitar also had a scalloped fret board, which 

McLaughlin used to bend strings in a manner similar to the veena: bending strings was his 

primary melodic referent to the Carnatic tradition. Unlike Srinivas, who drew mainly from 

Carnatic violin technique and style in developing his signature electric mandolin approach, 

McLaughlin relied mainly on his veena training and its application on the guitar to develop his 

playing approach for Shakti.  

The first Shakti band toured in the mid-1970s and released three albums, the last of which 

came out in 1977.  In 1976, while Srinivas was learning Carnatic music, he was introduced to the 

up-and-coming film music director and guitarist Saluri Vasu Rao (1953-present).  Because 

Indian film music mixes both Western and Indian influences, many artists such as Rao have 

knowledge of both traditions. But Rao was not performing traditional Carnatic music on guitar; 

nor was his role to teach Srinivas how to play the mandolin. He did, however, introduce Srinivas 

to both Thulsi Shah, the instrument maker who created Srinivas’s iconic red electric mandolin, 

and Western music, which later played a vital role in establishing Srinivas’s international 

reputation.  

McLaughlin attended one of Srinivas’s first performances in 1981 and was impressed by 

the young virtuoso. In the mid-1990s, McLaughlin and the legendary tabla player Zakir Hussain 

put together another version of the Shakti group called Remember Shakti. Srinivas was recruited 

and remained a staple member until the group’s last tour in 2013. Beyond his contributions to the 

group, Srinivas influenced McLaughlin’s own playing and instrument choices during that period. 

Not only did McLaughlin return to playing an unmodified electric guitar for the Remember 

Shakti tours, but he also changed his playing technique. When he performed with the original 

Shakti lineup, McLaughlin had utilized bending-gamaka adapted from the veena; however, when 
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he performed with Srinivas and Remember Shakti, McLaughlin played sliding gamaka, adopting 

Srinivas’s pioneering technique.  McLaughlin would later explain that he did not know gamaka 

could be played via slides until he saw Srinivas perform in 1981 (McLaughlin 2008).  

An Untimely Passing 

 On September 19 2014, Srinivas passed away suddenly due to a lung infection and liver 

problems. His untimely passing sent ripples through the Carnatic music world, and nearly every 

musician did their part to pay tribute to him via concerts, interviews, or social media. Though 

there have been many pioneers and virtuoso-musicians in the history of Carnatic music, Srinivas 

is unique for at least two reasons. First he is credited with having been the first musician to both 

bring the mandolin into the Carnatic tradition and gain acceptance on it. Second, he was one of 

the first Carnatic musicians to become famous as an international musician, both through his 

own performing and his collaborations with Remember Shakti and other intercultural groups. He 

thus helped to bring Carnatic music to the global stage. In doing so, he paved the way for later 

musical experimentation, established an archetypal career path for the international Carnatic 

musician, and indirectly opened the door for the emergence of the electric guitar as an accepted 

Carnatic instrument along the way. Srinivas’s mandolin legacy continues through his younger 

brother U. Rajesh, for whom he served as guru, and through the many other mandolin players he 

directly taught or otherwise inspired.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GUITAR PRASANNA AND MUSICAL PRACTICALITY 

 
This chapter centers on the music of Prasanna, and the techniques he has developed to 

perform Carnatic music on the electric guitar. I start with a brief biographical portrait 

highlighting the diversity of his early musical experiences. Afterward, an explanation of melodic 

music theory as a rationale for why the guitar can be used for the performance of Carnatic music 

is presented. I then juxtapose Prasanna’s life and musical history with a discussion of his 

overarching philosophy of Carnatic music. The rest of the chapter follows in the order and 

structure of my lessons with Prasanna, starting with string selection and ending with my modest 

reception as a beginner-level performer of Carnatic guitar.  

 Unlike the earlier chapters of this thesis, this one relies extensively on notated musical 

examples and analytical discussions thereof. Therefore, a brief primer on my approach to 

notation is in order. In the Carnatic tradition, notation was first used as a preservation tool, and 

soon after for educational purposes. Musicians never read from a manuscript during 

performance, and there is not a standard, agreed-upon method for notating Carnatic music. Each 

notation, however, includes lyrics roughly grouped in a tala, and swara shorthand above or below 

the lyrics to indicate pitch. Because I am more concerned with melodic than rhythmic aspects of 

Carnatic music here, I have chosen to remove the rhythmic portion of the notation in favor of 

adding gamaka details and indications of where particular notes are plucked. In the explanations 

of melodic ideas and the analyses that follow, hyphens (—) between two notes indicate a slide. 

For example, Sa – Pa is a slide from Sa to Pa, and C – G is a slide from the note C to the note G. 

During the explanations of Carnatic music that include Western note names, notes are bolded to 

indicated that emphasis is placed on them, C – B – C is a slide from C to B and back to C with 

emphasis placed on B. Moreover, if a swara is capitalized and bolded, it is plucked, i.e. Sa – pa: 
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Sa is plucked, and the finger then slides to pa but there is not an additional pluck when the finger 

reaches Pa. If two swaras are notated next to each other and not capitalized, bolded, or connected 

with a hyphen, the passage is played with hammer-ons, using a left hand finger to strike the 

string against the fret board to sound the given note, and/or pull-offs, removing a left hand finger 

from the fret board in a manner that vibrates the string and sounds a different note.  

With respect to the format of text presentation, all passages in italics are quotations from 

my interviews/lessons with Prasanna, as was noted in the introductory chapter but bears re-

mention here. All bracketed text represents my additions to the quoted material.  

Prasanna 

It was everything from Toto to Peaches and Herbs, the Bee Gees to the Bellamy Brothers, so 

there you go. Country western, rhythm and blues, everything when I was eight or nine. I would 

sit and play all of that stuff. Can you believe it? I would sit like,  

[Prasanna singing and playing guitar] 

 

Ma ha Ga na pa thim… 

M P M M-g P-m R 

 

and then be like,  

… 

 

And it was all the same for me.  
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Prasanna first became interested in the guitar when he was five years old. At the time he 

was living in Ranipet, a small town in Tamil Nadu, and his neighbor was a guitar player in the 

local church. It was the first instrument I saw someone play.  Doesn’t matter what the music 

itself was but me and my brother would just go sit in his house. He would constantly play 

something, so I was really hooked on the guitar. When I was five this was it for me. I don’t know 

why. 

When he was still a child, Prasanna saved his money and bought an old acoustic guitar. 

Like Srinivas, he started by playing the music that he heard in his house growing up, which 

included a collection of Western pop and rock albums his father borrowed from a colleague. 

Similar to Balachander, his initial Carnatic training was self-initiated after hearing an older 

sibling learning the tradition. Prasanna’s sister was studying veena and he would listen to her 

lessons, mimicking the music he heard on his guitar. Both Western CDs and veena lessons 

played an important role in fostering his early interest in music. Prasanna did not just listen to the 

CDs, but also spent time transcribing them, and did so with rigor. The Carnatic music interest 

eventually evolved into formal lessons with vocalist Tiruvarur Balasubramaniam, and like 

Srinivas, Prasanna used his ears as his best tool, playing on the guitar what Balasubramaniam 

would sing. He is much more of a conventional vocalist and great teacher coming from the older 

traditions. My learning was slow because in the old days they would take more time to teach you 

a krithi [Carnatic song]. Even with all my initiation that’s how it was, two lines a day or so.  So it 

took time, but I didn’t mind it because I was doing many other things. Some of the “other things” 

were learning from various local guitarists as well as performing popular music.  

Prasanna was also very influenced by Tamil film music, in particular the composer 

Illayaraja. Illayaraja is one of South India’s most famous film composers, and has been active in 
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South Indian cinema since the 1970s. Prasanna summarizes his musical identity as a mix 

between Western rock, Illayaraja, and Carnatic music.  

After studying with Balasubramaniam, Prasanna started playing Carnatic concerts in 

Chennai and released a series of Carnatic guitar CDs. He then became a student of violinist 

Avasarala Kanyakumari, who remains his guru to this day. Kanyakumari is linked to a number of 

innovators of the Carnatic tradition. She frequently accompanied Srinivas, and also Kari 

Gopalnath, the musician who brought the saxophone into Carnatic music. Though Prasanna was 

a semi-professional Carnatic musician before studying with Kanyakumari, he credits her with 

bringing his perception of the tradition to a higher level. Nothing [in Kanyakumari’s playing] is 

by chance. There is a telling level of precision, clarity, and excellence that she naturally brings.  

So did her guru, so was her guru.  So I am very proud to come from this lineage if I use that 

word. Probably the first time I’m using it is now. 

Prasanna’s hesitance to use the word lineage is likely due to the fact that it was 

previously used to signify learning through the traditional guru-shishya tradition. Though 

Prasanna considers Kanyakumari his guru, the way he learned from her was different than what 

is considered traditional. He never stopped performing other genres of music to fucos strictly on 

learning, but rather added her lessons into his other musical pursuits. As we will see in later 

sections, Prasanna’s learning style has become manifest in his current approach to teaching.  

In the 1990s, Prasanna studied at the Berklee College of Music, and in 2010 he founded 

and served as president of the Swarnabhoomi Academy of Music, India’s first college for 

contemporary music. He was president of Swarnabhomi until 2014 when he resigned that post to 

move to New York City in search of different professional opportunities.  
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In Theory: Swaras, Gamakas, Melakarthas, and Sruthis 

I used to have people constantly tell me ‘how can you play this music on the guitar? Isn’t it 

tempered tuning and Indian classical music isn’t tempered tuning, so how do you do this and…’ 

Can’t I just play music? You know what I mean?  

Perhaps the biggest assumptions about Carnatic musicians who perform on Western 

chordophones are related to pitch intonation. It is something that Prasanna is frequently asked 

about, and even in the short time that I have been studying Carnatic guitar, many people who are 

not deeply familiar with Indian music have asked me similar questions. Western instruments rely 

on the equal temperament tuning system, whereby an octave is divided into 12 equal semitones. 

When using an equally tempered tuning scheme, musicians can perform in all keys without 

retuning instruments, which in turn gives way to advanced functional harmonic possibilities. The 

trade-off to achieve this end is that notes are slightly out of tune as compared to a true tempered 

scheme.  

 Carnatic music does not utilize functional harmony; thus, there is no clear benefit to 

using an equal-tempered system. Moreover, the nature of Carnatic melody, swaras unfolding 

vocally from a tempura tuned to the Sa (tonic) and Pa (dominant), lends itself to the equal-

tempered system. From this difference comes the first assumption about guitar and mandolin in 

Carnatic music: Western fixed-fret instruments are equal tempered; therefore, they cannot be 

used effectively to render true tempered Carnatic music. The second misunderstanding is a 

variation of the first: because Western fixed-fret instruments have predetermined intervals, they 

cannot perform the gamaka (microtonal ornaments) fundamental to Carnatic music. Both 

statements are correct on a theoretical level, but they do not apply in practice. To address this 
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theoretically, the melodic Carnatic music theory concepts of swara, gamaka, melakarta, and 

sruthi must first be explored in-depth.  

 Swara within Carnatic music simply means note or pitch, and there are seven primary 

swaras. Adding the suffix sthana, literally translated as “position,” to swara increases the amount 

of potential positions to 16. Of the 16 pitches there are four overlapping pitches or inharmonics 

known as vivadi swaras, which when accounted for bring about 12 total sustainable pitches (see 

Figure Four: Compressed Swaras). The first pitch (Sa) can be assigned any frequency, and from 

there all 16 swarasthanas are derived. For this reason no swara or swarasthana represents an 

exact frequency; instead, each represents an intervallic relationship between pitches. Though 

swarasthana is the theoretical term for exact note position, it is common for swara to be used to 

describe all positions. Guitar and mandolin could function in this Carnatic music system, which 

is structurally identical to Western movable-Do.  

 

 

 
Figure Four: Compressed Swaras 
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In Carnatic music, gamaka is the overarching term used to describe ornaments. 

Ornaments, though, are not treated as mere embellishments of melodic ideas in this tradition; 

they are completely embedded in the grammar, so much so that no music can be rendered 

without them. Throughout the history of Carnatic music, many theorists have attempted to 

classify gamakas, but the most commonly referenced treatise is the Sangeetha Sampradaya, 

written by Subbarama Dikshitar in 1904. This treatise lists 10 different types of gamakas all 

described using the veena because, as Dikshitar explains, “the veena is the instrument that helps 

in understanding the nuances of gamakas” (Dikshitar 1904/2004: viii). Of the 10 gamakas 

described, two are veena specific techniques, odukkal and orikai.  Both are achieved by plucking 

a swara, and then pulling the pitch to a new higher swara. On Carnatic guitar, mandolin, and 

violin, this technique is replaced by jaru, plucking a note and sliding the finger across frets, to 

produce the desired effect. Furthermore, even though jaru, odukkal, and orikai only appear to be 

distinguishable on string instruments, when a vocalist produces the same effect it is considered 

jaru, “This method of accessing a higher note at the position of a lower note is applicable only to 

the vina and on the voice it is essentially jaru” (Dikshitar 1904/2004: xi). Thus, the eight 

gamakas that are common to voice, violin, and the veena can all be performed on the guitar and 

mandolin.  

The Melakarta Paddhati (also known as the Melakarta system), introduced by 

Venkatamakhin in his seventeenth-century treatise Chaturdandi Prakasikaa, is the current 

method used to explain how swaras are combined to create ragas as well as the amount of ragas – 

and their names – in Carnatic music. The system starts by constructing Melakarta ragas, which 

are also known as parent ragas. Every melakarta raga must have the same seven notes, Sa, Pa, 

one of three Ris, Gas, Dhas, and Nis, and one of two Mas. The seven notes must also appear in 
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sequential order in both the arohana (ascent) and avarohana (descent), Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni 

Sa, Sa Ni Dha Pa Ma Ga Ri Sa. For the purpose of constructing ragas, the vivadi swaras are 

imagined as inharmonics, i.e. Ri3 = Ga1 and Dha3 = Ni1; therefore, no ragas—melakarta or 

otherwise – can have Ri3 and Ga1 or both Dha3 and Ni1. When the rules above are applied there 

are 72 combinations of swaras which are the 72 melakarta ragas.  

Janya ragas, or children ragas, are derived from the fundamental 72 melakartas. The only 

rules for janya ragas are that they must have four to seven swaras in the arohana and avarohana 

patterns.  Additionally, just as with the melakarta ragas, no janya raga can have Ri3 and Ga1 or 

Dha3 and Ni1. Lastly, because this system was invented well after the grammar for many 

Carnatic ragas, there are anomalies that are addressed. For example, some ragas borrow swaras 

that are not found in their arohana or avarohana patterns, which are called bhashanga ragas. 

Janya ragas that have swaras strictly derived from their corresponding melakarta raga are called 

upanga ragas. When discussing a melakarta raga, both the raga’s name and its melakarta number 

are usually given, for example, raga Kalyani/Mechakalyani the 65th melakarta raga; for janya 

ragas, both the raga’s name, and the number and name of the melakarta from which it is derived, 

i.e. raga Sunadavinodini from the 65th melakarta Kalyani/Mechakalyani.  

The concept of sruthi is a bit more complicated, as it can only be theoretically understood 

when combined with swaras and gamaka. When a gamaka is performed on a swara, the –now 

moving— pitch touches upon multiple microtones that are not representative of the 12 

swarasthanas (vivadi swaras removed). It is theorized that the total number of potential 

microtones is 10, which when combined with the 12 swarasthanas creates 22 sruthis. Thus, sruthi 

can be understood as: the total number of potential pitches to be utilized in Carnatic music. 

Though there are 22 potential pitches, only the 12 swarasthanas can be sustained because the 10 
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additional sruthis are only reached in a passing manner through the use of gamaka. This 

explanation, although theoretically correct, is by no means conclusive. Indeed, sruthi is a term 

that has caused confusion and debate throughout the history of Carnatic musicological discourse. 

During the 1929 inaugural meeting of the Music Academy Madras, there was an entire 

panel dedicated to understanding sruthi. The proceedings started with three paper presentations: 

the first on 22 sruthi theory, the second on 16 swara theory, and the last proposed a 24 sruthi 

theory (Madras 1929: 10).  In the debate that ensued, there was confusion amongst the leading 

practitioners of the time about sruthi versus swara: “Some feared that if a large number of sruthis 

were recognized then the number of melas [primary ragas] might increase far beyond 72 which 

were based on the 12 notes” (12).  This is a clear misunderstanding of the Melakarta system 

because, as previously explained, ragas are formulated from 12 swarasthanas, thus an increase in 

potential sruthis would not change the system. This is the same conclusion the panel reached 

toward the end of their debate. 

To conclude the meeting, two resolutions regarding sruthis were passed. The first gave 

the exact frequency ratios of 22 sruthis, indirectly deciding on a 22-sruthi system. The second 

resolution makes the 22-sruthi system functionally irrelevant: “whereas the aforesaid 22 sruthis 

are the original foundation of our scale, they are the minimum, the actual number of sruthis being 

limited only by the capacity of our ear to differentiate” (13). One cannot help but question why 

the second resolution was passed, as the inclusion of both 22 distinct pitches and an unlimited 

amount of additional pitches seems counterproductive at best. In fact, prior to the resolutions, the 

scholars present expressed grievances toward the concept of sruthi altogether. The following 

statements made by panel members accurately foreshadowed the future of sruthi theory: 
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Mr. Kotiswar Iyer (Mylapore) feared that anything more than the 12 well known notes 

might lead to difficulties and confusion and that he would rather stick to the 12 notes, 

which he thought would satisfy all requirements.  

Vidwan T.S. Sabesa Iyer was also inclined to accept the well-known 12 notes as being 

sufficient for our system of music. (11) 

Kotiswar Iyer’s concern was valid, and today the idea of 22 sruthis still leads to 

misinterpretations of Carnatic music; I have observed Carnatic music being described as having 

22 notes in world music classes at various universities. T.S. Sabesa Iyer’s observation is in line 

with how Carnatic music is predominately understood by current musicians; the 12 swarasthanas 

are considered the foundation of melodic theory. When M.S. Ramaswamy Iyer adds the 

following statement regarding gamaka to the discussion, we start to understand why the second 

resolution may have been passed:  

Barring the 12 well-known notes all other 10 notes could be used only in a gliding way 

and such ‘gliding’ had later on developed into a perfect theory of Gamaka. Since the 

theory of Gamaka, if worked up properly, would serve all our present-day purposes, it 

was concluded that the theory of 22 Sruthis might be given up or preserved as a relic of 

the past. (12) 

Many musicologists and connoisseurs have expressed the belief that sruthi theory is 

maintained solely for its novelty, and as a way to remain connected to an ancient past.  This is 

plausible because of the fact that many believe Carnatic music is – or should be considered – 

strict, traditional, and unchanging.  

Outside of academic discourse, I have only heard sruthi used in a few contexts, none of 

which refer to 22 pitches. If a musician performs out of tune, comments such as: “His sruthi is 
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off,” or “She has bad sruthi,” are often made. Similarly, during voice lessons, my guru repeatedly 

exclaims, “Surthi! Sruthi! Sing tunefully,” when my pitch becomes questionable. “What is your 

Sa?” or “What sruthi do you sing in/on?” are questions commonly asked when tuning the drone, 

and that drone is sometimes produced by a sruthi-box (bellow instrument or electronic drone 

producer). In these contexts, sruthi points to the idea of an exact pitch, which is the widely used 

and more practical adaptation of the theoretical term. This brings us back to the initial topic of 

intonation. If the 22 sruthis are not commonly discussed, how does one understand intonation in 

Carnatic music?  

For various reasons (variations in instrument making, the effects of weather on 

instruments, human error, etc.) perfect true temperament intonation is simply impossible for 

most musicians. Amongst the types of musicians in the Carnatic tradition, only two could 

possibly perform in true temperament proper: singers and violinists. But it has been shown that 

even they do not. Software engineer Arvindh Krishnaswamy created a pitch tracking system to 

analyze the music of various renowned musicians at the height of their careers (Arvindh 2003). 

The findings were 12 distinct intervals per octave, as well as multiple variations created through 

gamaka, none of which feel strictly under the 22 sruthi proposition. Linguist K.G. 

Vijayakrishnan also conducted studies dealing with the assumed 22 sruthis and their 

measurements, concluding: 

The major point worth noting is that the Western even tempered cent values, the 

supposedly mathematically derived cent values in Indian music theory, and the real 

values from my veena do not match. Not only do the values on my veena not match either 

value, they are far off the mark for even the major landmark like ‘pa’…I have no option 
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but to say that the musical reality of the Carnatic scale has nothing to do with the Indian 

‘mathematical’ value. (80-82) 

This conclusion is part of a larger theory by Vijayakrishnan detailed in the book 

Phonology and Phonetics: The Grammar of Carnatic Music, which proposes a linguistic 

framework for the understanding of Carnatic music. Vijayakrishnan’s comparison to language is 

but one of many worthwhile contributions to Carnatic music theory, and the understanding of 

melodic grammar.  

Cross-culturally, music theory is a tool used to understand sound phenomena that 

originally rose – at least partially – organically; this is true for the Carnatic tradition as well. 

However, even on a theoretical level, there is only one reason the guitar and mandolin should not 

be used in Carnatic music. That has to do with intonation, and the rationale for their exclusion on 

that level has been thoroughly refuted. The electric guitar and electric mandolin, therefore, have 

no structural limitations that would render them unsuitable for the Carnatic tradition.  

Musical Practicality 

In the previous section I provided a rationale for the why the guitar and mandolin – as 

well as fretted instruments in general— are suitable for Carnatic music from a theoretical 

standpoint. In doing so I hope to have cleared up any confusion regarding Carnatic theory, 

especially as it applies to fretted instruments. However, returning to Prasanna’s approach to the 

guitar in Carnatic music yields the same result but from a different epistemology that I term 

musical practicality. Musical practicality is the idea that all concepts related to music should be 

formulated with a practical approach to the enjoyment of sound phenomena as the primary 

consideration. When applied to Prasanna and Carnatic music specifically, it is the idea that all 
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musical, educational, and philosophical decisions should reflect a practical approach to music 

that is based on the Carnatic lyrical song repertoire and a vocal approach to playing.  

I will start by addressing Prasanna’s views on sruthi calculations, which he only 

indirectly mentioned once during my time with him. There is a raga called begada; very famous 

raga.  Go online and see, ‘The begada Ma is sharper than the other Ma by 23.03 cents.’ What 

the hell does that mean? What does it mean? It means nothing. It means that you are trying to 

tell me that I can never learn your music. That is what it means. Though Prasanna chose a 

random number for the Ma sruthi calculation in raga Begada, his overall point is very clear. 

These conversations do still take place, and they are largely off-putting to everyone except 

theorists. Part of Prasanna’s personal mission is to share the beauty of Carnatic music with the 

world. There is a universal truth to this music but so far it is known as regional. So by me being 

in New York and you coming to study with me, with your background, we are making it fun for 

the world to realize this isn’t regional. Historically the tradition has suffered from being 

stigmatized as rigid, and he believes that at times music theory furthers this misunderstanding. 

Over-theorization is in complete opposition to musical practicality; hence Prasanna’s frustration 

with the Begada Ma discussions and other sruthi debates. Far from being practical, they can be 

viewed as symbolic representations of the kind of rigidity that generates stigma; not only does 

the use of the cents system alienate everyone except for theorists, but it also does not present the 

pleasure associated with the enjoyment of Carnatic music.  

Pedagogically, Prasanna focuses only on teaching aspects of music theory that will 

directly impact his student’s ability to perform Carnatic music. If you are doing music study 

there are things you can learn which can have academic significance, sure. Like the architecture 

of the things, gamaka, the melakarta system, etc. Those are things anyone in the world can 
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understand because they are put together nicely, but other things are hardly clear. That is the 

baggage. Stay away from it. You don’t want to learn or know things that have no effect on how 

you understand [Carnatic music].  The kinds of “baggage” to which Prasanna alludes here are 

theoretical structures, such as sruthi theory, that do not directly impact performance.  

As previously discussed, Prasanna never stopped playing other music to focus on 

Carnatic music. Similarly, he does not require any of his students to put any of their other 

pursuits on hold. For example, one of Prasanna’s young students is passionate about both heavy 

metal music and Carnatic music. Prasanna has shared videos online of the two of them playing 

both Carnatic songs and Metallica’s Master of Puppets with a full metal ensemble. This is quite 

progressive, as historically many gurus were known to force a level of devotion that is not 

practical by today’s societal standards. There are some musicians who give up everything and go 

to study Indian music for twenty years. They are being misled by some teachers who might have 

said you have to stop everything and you have to move to India, but it is the teacher’s insecurity. 

It has nothing to do with the student’s ability. Thankfully we are in a different world now.  

Throughout my time studying with Prasanna, I frequently found myself returning to an 

idea of simplicity, but in actuality, many of the ideas he conveys are far from simple, especially 

for those unfamiliar with Carnatic music. Musical practicality, therefore, should never be 

confused with musical simplicity, which can also imply that a diminishment of established, 

agreed-upon ideas has occurred. Prasanna frequently stressed the complete opposite, that 

Carnatic music on the guitar is not a water-downed version of the tradition. Returning to the 

Begada Ma example, Prasanna did not argue that the Ma is not sharper, but rather that the 

language used to explain it is impractical and deterring. He would instead choose to sing it, 
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connecting the student first with the actual sound, and then play it on guitar, immediately 

reaffirming the reality that the guitar can be utilized to achieve the same sound.  

In the sections that follow, musical practicality will appear in everything from how to 

play vivadi swaras, to why Prasanna does not perform on a modified guitar. It all refers to the 

idea that all musical, educational, and philosophical decisions should reflect a practical approach 

to Carnatic music that is based on the lyrical song repertoire, vocal playing, and above all else, 

the pleasure of enjoying musical sound.   

Prasanna’s Musical Style 

In Chapter Two I discussed the difference between gayaki and tantarki styles of playing 

as they apply to the veena. Both concepts fascinated me long before I attempted to play Carnatic 

music. During my first lesson, after Prasanna played a recognizable phrase in raga Nattai, I 

attempted to steer the discussion in the direction of gayaki versus tantarki by asking, “Do you 

play it [the raga Nattai phrase] this way because of the frets or because that’s how your guru 

taught you from violin?” He replied: This is the way it is sung. Your question is a very interesting 

question. Everything that I play is stuff that is coming from singing because I believe there is 

only one way to play this music, and that is to play like a singer. Now there are things that you 

do which are guitar player things, and singers may not be able to do them, that is different. But 

the vocabulary of the music… Before he could finish his statement I interjected, “A gayaki 

approach?” To which he responded: No, the actual vocabulary itself [is from singing]. So I don’t 

personally believe there is a gayaki style. Because every style has to be gayaki see what I mean? 

I think there are things artists may do to distinguish themselves from others. That is fine with me, 

but sometimes it confuses the student. So someone like you might think oh this is a different style, 

there is no different style. There’s only one style in Carnatic music end of story. And that’s how 
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you sing it. Now you might make adjustments because of the nature of your instrument to some 

extent. The number of adjustments I have to make is far less than say what a saxophonist has to 

make because you can play almost everything on the guitar. The number of adjustments I have to 

make is different than a flute player has to make because they have other problems like 

breathing, I don’t have any problems. I play guitar. For the most part there are no adjustments, 

except in some situations where it is too weird to play certain phrases after just one pluck of the 

string, you may give an extra pluck with the right hand. I want this to be very clear. I am going 

to sing, and then demonstrate it to you [on guitar] so that it is very clear. Prasanna then went on 

to sing melodic phrases of increasing difficulty, pausing after each to play them on the guitar, 

and at times even singing and playing them simultaneously.  

Later, he politely corrected my notion of him learning through violin, and further 

emphasized the connection between the voice and instruments: I was lucky that I learned from 

singers. So even though I learned from Kanyakumari my teacher and guru now for the last 23 

years, she never plays the violin in front of me, she only sings. Not one lesson ever in my 23 

years with her has she taken the violin and taught me something.  She is one of the world’s 

greatest violinists, she isn’t known as a singer, but she knows enough singing to accomplish that. 

More importantly, she believes that that is the way you should play. I teach everyone like that. I 

play on the guitar to show technique, but I make sure I sing the song. You learn the song you 

learn the sahityam [lyrics] because that’s the way it is. It’s a great discipline and after some time 

you become it. After some time what comes to your hand, you just start playing it like you are 

singing it. So I don’t have to say this is an instrumental tradition that is a voice tradition we 

don’t have those things. 
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When Prasanna said, “we don’t have those things,” he was referring to the Carnatic music 

culture as a whole not having distinct traditions.  The veena banis discussed in Chapter Two can 

have significance, especially when considering style based on instrument construction, but they 

were theorized well after the periods they discuss were over. Throughout our lessons, Prasanna 

reiterated that he does not have a problem with how various Carnatic music concepts are 

theorized, but prefers to not take part in the discussions. His musical style then is simply an 

approach to imitating the voice. Regardless of how difficult any guitarist may find it to perform 

Carnatic music the underlying philosophy is very practical, and one could theoretically apply it 

without lessons by just listening to the music.  

Strings and Tuning 

Most Carnatic songs begin in the madhya saptak (middle octave), the range a singer is 

most comfortable singing in. On guitar, this correlates to the G-string, which is tuned to Sa. Early 

in his career, Prasanna started with Sa tuned to D and Pa to A. While performing in this tuning 

Prasanna’s mother once questioned why his sound was more bass heavy and darker than 

Srinivas’s mandolin tone. He explained that the mandolin is a higher-pitched instrument and thus 

brighter, but since Prasanna was also dealing with intonation problems at the time, he started to 

experiment with different tuning options and string choices.  

Guitars are generally set up for average strings set to standard tuning. Tuning the guitar to 

Sa-Pa with D as Sa requires each string to be tuned down, and on the lower guitar strings, the 

intervallic difference between standard and Sa-Pa tuning is especially problematic.  When 

standard strings are tuned in this manner the tension is much lower and the guitar neck has to 

adjust to the lack of tension. This makes it difficult to switch quickly between standard and Sa-
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Pa tuning. Additionally, in Sa-Pa tuning, the slackened strings are harder to play in tune because 

of the force it takes to perform sliding-gamaka.  

To rectify these tuning and intonation problems, Prasanna first started playing with a 

wound G-string, which helped significantly, and he also tuned Sa to E. The high E and B strings 

don’t have to change when Sa is tuned to E, and the overall scheme is intervalically closer to 

standard tuning. This correlates to a lesser difference in neck tension, quicker transitions from 

standard to Sa-Pa tuning, and overall less intonation problems. Moreover, it is easier to play in 

tune because the string tension is higher. Consequently, the higher string tension makes it more 

difficult to perform gamaka. Prasanna explained that though it took extra practicing on his part, 

he was happy with the trade off especially since it meant that he could quickly teach any guitarist 

to play Carnatic music. He also added that the sound is brighter which his mother enjoys. 

At the start of our first lesson I was prepared to change strings and wrap my mind around 

an entirely new tuning. After spending 12 years learning the guitar fret board in standard tuning, 

I was excited but also terrified to throw out my prior knowledge; but having the E and B strings 

as stable reference points was comforting, and once we started to play it was clear why Sa-Pa 

tuning works for instruments in the Carnatic tradition. The most obvious reason is that Carnatic 

scales are theorized as two tetra-chords, Sa to Ma and Pa to Ni.  Having the strings tuned to 

match this aligns the physical process of performing music with Carnatic theory. Additionally, 

learning scale patterns, critical considering Carnatic music is monophonic, becomes much easier 

because each scale is only represented in two different patterns, and then applied to every other 

string. The only drawback is that extend chord voicings are impractical, but this is not a concern 

for the Carnatic musician.  
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Even though Prasanna uses a specific string setup including a wound G-string, he by no 

means finds it crucial. During our lessons I never changed strings to match his, nor did I even 

add a wound G-string, an easy modification that would cost less than a dollar. In fact, when the 

topic of strings initially came up he only said, Tuning, EBEBEB. Simple rule, nothing ever goes 

up, which means the guitar won’t break any strings. When I asked, “Should I get thicker strings, 

because these are super light? They are only 8s,” Prasanna responded, No no no. It’s okay. I use 

9s. It’s not a big deal. After my guitar was properly tuned, I told Prasanna about my previous 

attempts to play Indian music on guitar before knowing about his technique.   

Bending Vertically Versus Sliding Horizontally 

In my personal attempts to play Carnatic music on the guitar prior to knowing about 

Prasanna and Srinivas I focused entirely on vertical bending as it occurs on the veena. Moreover, 

as was the case with McLaughlin, I was introduced to veena playing through Balachander, which 

contributed to my appreciation for the technique.  In order to recreate the sound on guitar I 

experimented with many different methods including: defretting guitars, installing different 

bridges that could be used to bend strings, and scalloping necks. At this point, it should be 

reiterated that even in the world of veena playing, bending is not the only technique used for 

gamaka, and in the history of the veena, Balachander’s technique is the most extraordinary. 

Needless to say, I failed to reproduce Balachander’s technique on the guitar. I asked Prasanna if 

he went through a similar process. You start to hear pitches in-between when you bend. Now 

that’s cool, but it is not fundamental to Carnatic music. It’s Indian but it’s not Carnatic music. It 

can be done in Carnatic music because today anything can be done in any music. But it is not 

fundamentally Carnatic music, and it’s not because Carnatic musicians can’t do it. Some people 

may not agree with me, but I know what I’m saying works [on the guitar], which brings us to 
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another important understanding about Carnatic music. As much as we play so many gamakas, 

we also play a lot of pitches bang on straight. It is essential to have this. Without those 

absolutely straight pitches the effect of the gamaka will not be there. 90 percent of the time I’m 

playing straight notes just like the rest of the world. So when people ask me why I don’t play 

fretless guitar this is the answer.  I love fretless guitar and it’s cool but it’s not for playing 

Carnatic music. So it becomes very simple. There is no better example than a concert. You see 

all the violin players and singers play the same thing. It’s an extension of the voice, and that’s 

how the violin has come to be so accepted into Carnatic music because it sounds like the voice. 

Can you bend on a violin? No. The violin is the most common instrument in Carnatic music, 

much more than veena, flute, or any of those things. Is the voice in Carnatic music a bend or a 

slide? The answer is a slide. There are only occasional things with bends. This statement was 

shocking to me because my idea of the voice in Carnatic music was linked more so to the veena 

than the violin. I assumed that violinists and mandolin players don’t bend because it is 

impractical for the instrument. Prasanna’s opinion though is the complete opposite, vainikas 

bend because they can, not because it is essential for Carnatic music. His statement fits with the 

history of veena technique as discussed in Chapter Two, as there were instruments that would not 

facilitate extensive bending. 

 It may appear that violin slides and veena bends are one in the same sonically, but there 

is a subtle difference important for the guitar. When a string is bent on the veena or the guitar, 

the intermediary notes between the initial point and the destination pitch are all sounded. If the 

bend is slow they can be heard distinctly while bending fast blurs them. When violinists perform 

slides they do not press the string decisively against the fingerboard and emphasize the various 
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in-between pitches. The technique instead deemphasizes the in-between pitches, which is similar 

to a guitarist sliding across frets since frets make it impossible to hear intermediary pitches. 

 As discussed in Chapter Three, guitarist John McLaughlin used a bending technique to 

perform gamaka; however, he was not performing traditional Carnatic music, but rather music 

influenced by Carnatic ideas. Performing the exact gamakas of the tradition while using bends on 

the guitar would be extremely impractical if not impossible. It has been achieved, but only 

through modifying the electric guitar to create a new instrument called the yuva veena. 

 Invented within the last twenty years by Balu Viswanathan, the yuva veena is a mix 

between the electric guitar and veena (Figure Five: Balu Viswanathan and the Yuva Veena). It 

has an electric guitar body, pickups, and rests over one thigh like the guitar. From the veena it 

borrows a wider neck, deep scalloping on the fret board, tala strings, and fewer playing strings.  

 

 

 
Figure Five: Balu Viswanathan and the Yuva Veena 
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Like Balachander, Viswanathan also plays sitar, which may contribute to his preference for 

bending-gamaka. The yuva veena is rare and to my knowledge Viswanathan is the instrument’s 

only practitioner. The need to widen and scallop the neck as well as reduce the amount of 

playing string attests to the fact that the unmodified electric guitar is not best suited for extensive 

bending-gamaka.  

Prasanna enjoys the music of Viswanathan and encouraged me to listen to him; however, 

using an unmodified guitar is crucial to musical practicality. It doesn’t matter what strings or 

what guitar you have. That I think is a powerful connector. That is why I did not customize my 

guitar. I know that I have to live with certain intonation problems but it’s so much fun to go to a 

shop, pick up a guitar, and just start playing. For me that’s what music is. Not building a guitar 

that works for you and not for anyone else. Not having a 7 string guitar with 3 extra strings 

going just because it looks cool, not for the objective that I have. If you are looking at shared 

goals, shared aspirations, creating shared values amongst a community, you’ve got to keep 

things practical. It puts the focus on the music.  

Sliding: The 16-note Chromatic Scale, Vivadi Swaras, and Everything In-between 

The very first thing Prasanna showed me how to play was a reflection of his practical 

teaching philosophy. Whereas tradition dictates that new students start with raga 

Mayamalavagowla, fifteenth melakarta raga, S R1 G3 M1 P D1 N3 S, Prasanna started with the 

16-note chromatic scale. Playing the 12 swaras that correlate to Western notes is exactly as 

expected, the G-string tuned to Sa (E) the first fret note is Ri1 second fret Ri2 etc., but the four 

vivadi swaras cannot be played in this manner; all four vivadi swaras must be played with 

gamaka, which in the case of the guitar is entirely through slides. Generally, students learn how 

to perform the vivadi swaras when they are learning a particular raga where they occur. By 
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teaching the 16-note chromatic scale with vivadi swaras upfront, Prasanna was able to show me 

how to theoretically play the arohana and avarohana of any melakarta raga within a few minutes, 

a major accomplishment for any new student. This is not a replacement for learning the specific 

grammar of each raga, but it does make the learning process quicker, and helped me visualize the 

categorization of ragas clearer.  

Prasanna also explains the purpose of the vivadi swaras in a practical manner. In most 

ragas where vivadi swaras occur a note a half step away precedes them. One raga cannot have 

two of the same swaras in different swarasthanas, i.e. Ri2 and Ri3 cannot occur in the same raga. 

Therefore, Ri3 must be played with gamaka because if it were not, it would take the function of 

Ga2, breaking the swarasthana rule.  

To perform Ri3 in the first position on the G-string the open Sa is first plucked. The 

finger then glides from the guitar nut, over the frets, and stops when it reaches the third fret. The 

finger pauses at the third fret sustaining the pitch, quickly slides backward to the second fret, and 

then back to the third. With Sa tuned to E, Ri3 sounds like E – G – Gb – G played as single 

smooth phrase with emphasis placed on the G. Because this phrase is really one note played with 

gamaka, the accent does not come from plucking the string again, but rather from using the left 

hand to slide with added force. Viewing the saptak (octave) as two tetra chords, Ri correlates to 

Dha and Ga to Ni. Thus, Ri3 is performed in the same manner as Dha3 and Ga1 the same as Ni1. 

Playing the same pattern on the B string (Pa tuned to B) would result in Dha3, B – D – Cb – D.  

 Ga1 on the G-string starts the same, by plucking the open string. In one fluid motion, 

starting at the nut, the finger slides to the third fret, back to the second with emphasis on the 

second fret note. The finger then quickly slides back up to the third fret and back to the second 
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where it rests. The pattern sounds like E – G – Gb – G – Gb, this time emphasis is placed on the 

second fret note, Gb. Playing the same pattern on the B-string is Ni1, B – D – Cb – D – Cb.  

All of the vivadi swaras can be played elsewhere on the guitar. The only difference is that 

instead of plucking the open string, the closest Sa or Pa is plucked. When phrases do not allow 

for plucking Sa or Pa either because the raga does not use Pa, or because it just isn’t musical, the 

sliding can come from other notes. These instances are specific to certain melodies and ragas and 

thus cannot be explained with a collective generalization.  

While learning to slide correctly, there is a tendency to fret the wrong notes. When 

sliding from a fretted note, the finger must press down on the fret board and give enough 

pressure to elicit a sound, but when the finger begins to slide, the frets that are passed while 

sliding are not fretted. Without enough pressure, when the destination swara is reached, there 

will not be enough energy left in the string to sustain the desired pitch; with too much pressure 

there will be distinguishable notes between the start of the slide and the destination swara. 

Sliding from open strings adds another level of difficulty. Once the open note is plucked the 

finger must then land in the first fret position, close to the nut, but the action cannot be a 

hammer-on that distinctly sounds Ri1 because the Ri1 is a sliding note. The desired effect is that 

the slide comes from the open string.  

Both violinists and vainikas dab their fingers with a lubricant while they are playing to 

ease the friction in performing horizontal gamaka. Prasanna prefers an aerosol guitar string 

lubricant called Tone-Fingerease that is applied to the strings and fret board itself instead of the 

fingertips. Though I have seen him use it during performance, he did not apply any during our 

lessons and didn’t encourage me to, further showing that nothing needs to be added to the guitar 

for it to be used to perform Carnatic music.  
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 Because all gamaka and vivadi swaras are played only through horizontal sliding, every 

movement must be very precise and calculated. Performing a gamaka incorrectly on Ga3, for 

example, can blur the line between Ga3 and the vivadi swara Ri3 because the resting position for 

both swaras is a half-step away: Ri3 fret three and Ga3 on fret four.  

Sliding can also be used to allude to an in-between note without directly playing it. Using 

the three notes Ga3 Ma1 Pa as an example, playing G3 – P – G3 – P implies Ga Ma1 Pa; 

however, playing G – P is simply Ga to Pa connected by gamaka. The first phrase can only be 

used to imply Ma1, and a different phrase is used to imply Ma2. Prasanna explained that he 

developed this technique from listening, You can argue why it is this [Ma1] instead of this 

[Ma2], but I think your ears will tell you you’re hearing a natural four [Ma1] instead of sharp 

four [Ma2] sound.  

Using Ga3, Ma2, and Pa as our next example, Ma2 can be played as such: G3 – P – M2 – 

P, which correlates to the phrase Ga3 Ma2 Pa. The technique also carries over to the upper tetra-

chord for the phrase Pa – Sa – Ni – Sa.  

The most important takeaway related to the above techniques is that the swaras are not 

performed in this manner because the guitar is a special instrument; these are phrases that 

vocalists sing. Prasanna has simply used the visual aspects of the guitar to explain how to 

reproduce the vocal music.  

Singing Through the Guitar 

As previously mentioned, Prasanna prefers to demonstrate how the guitar and voice are 

connected by singing lines before he plays them. He used the same method to explain how 

various vocal techniques are applied to the guitar.  
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Vocalists often sing quick flourishes on a single breath up or down a raga, hitting notes 

but not stopping on any in particular for emphasis or gamaka. This type of phrasing is replicated 

on guitar by quickly playing repeated hammer-ons and pull-offs. In guitar circles outside of the 

Carnatic tradition, the technique is put under the umbrella term “legato playing.” Prasanna uses 

the technique very sparingly and instead prefers to present music primarily with slides and 

straight notes. He most commonly uses hammer-ons when forced to break up a single lyrical 

phrase over multiple strings because the hammer-on produces a softer sound than a pluck, thus 

helping to keep the sahitya meetu approach intact.  

One of the only gamakas that is not produced entirely by sliding is sphurita. To achieve 

this gamaka the index finger frets a pitch and after a single pluck, the third or second finger 

quickly hammers on and pulls off a higher pitch. The index finger then slides down to a new 

pitch and back to up the original position. Instead of sliding back to the original position, another 

finger can also hammer on the original/final pitch.  

Sometimes singers signal the end of an alapana, tanam, or composition, by singing the 

swara directly below Sa in the given raga and then slowly sliding up to Sa. The phrase is 

replicated on guitar by playing the swara below Sa and then bending up to Sa. This is the only 

time bending is used.  

 There are also guitar-specific techniques that do not attempt to replicate the voice. The 

most common one is delivering a phrase in two or even three octaves simultaneously, which is 

fairly simple in Sa-Pa tuning because every other string is tuned to the same pitch. Additionally, 

strings that are not being used for the main phrase can be plucked for added emphasis on specific 

notes. Entire songs can be played on a single string, and this would give the most uniform tone; 

however, Prasanna prefers to alternate strings frequently. In my opinion, Prasanna’s method of 
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alternating strings gives a more vocal sound because it is easier than attempting to remain on one 

string. The resulting sound is smoother, and mistakes are less frequent. It also looks effortless 

during live performance, which is an important aspect of presentation for all musicians. When 

long, elaborate phrases are delivered on a single string after one pluck it is a striking moment, 

and audiences usually voice their amazement. The same is true when singers deliver an extended 

melody on one breath.  

A Lesson in Sahitya Meetu: “Maha Ganapathim” 

The first song Prasanna taught me was the famous Dikshitar krithi “Maha Ganapathim” 

(Supreme Ganesha/God), which is set to Adi tala (eight beat cycle) in raga Nattai from the 36th 

melakarta Chalanatta, arohana: S R3 G3 M1 P D3 N3 S, avarohana: S N3 P M1 R3 S.  

 The krithi is considered the standard song format for Carnatic music. In a kacheri, krithis 

are the most common pieces, and a two hour concert can easily be 80 percent krithis with 

alapanas of different lengths preceding them. The standard krithi form is, pallavi, anupallvi, and 

charanam but the sections repeat extensively, each repeat offering increasing opportunities for 

melodic development within the lyrical structure. The series of precomposed variations for each 

section presented on repeats are known as sangithis.  Because the Carnatic tradition is 

predominately oral, there can be variations in sangithis between different musicians.  The 

variations can also be improvised, but the lyrical timing must remain intact. Within the kutcheri 

krithis are rendered in varying levels of complexity. For example, the first krithi to follow an 

introductory piece will usually have a short alapana, the sangithis will be fairly systematic, and 

there will not be an extensive improvised section. The one to three krithis to appear at the middle 

of the concert (often called the main pieces) will be much longer, generally 20 to 40 minutes, 

feature an extensive alapana, more risky sangithis, and multiple extended improvised sections.  
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 Muthuswami Dikshitar (1775/6-1835) is the youngest of the Trinity of Carnatic music 

composers, and is most famous for his krithis of which he composed more than 400 mostly in 

Sanskrit. “Maha Ganapathim” strays from the standard krithi structure, only having a pallavi and 

charanam. The lyrics of the song are in praise of the Hindu God Ganapati, more commonly 

known as Ganesha. Ganesha is one of the most well-known and worshiped deities in the Hindu 

religion, famous for his elephant head and being the remover of obstacles. For the latter reason a 

song in praise of him is often the first krithi delivered in the kutcheri, usually composed by one 

of the Trinity. Additionally, it is recommended that the first krithi be in a Ghana raga, a raga 

with substantial scope for exposition in a medium to fast tempo, and Nattai is one of the most 

popular Ghana ragas.  

 Because krithis are songs with lyrical emphasis, Prasanna plays them as close to purely 

sahitya meetu as possible. Learning krithis in this manner is a lesson in performing gamaka in 

time, and sagathi development, both of which Prasanna stressed during our lessons. In my 

analysis of “Maha Ganapathim” I present both the lyrics and the notation in order to emphasize 

the sahitya meetu.  

 

Ma ha Ga na pa thim ma na sa 

M P M M-g P-m R S S-n-s S 

Example One: Maha Ganapathim: Introduction  

 

The introductory phrase of “Maha Ganapathim” is the basis for the entire pallavi and is a slightly 

compressed version of the full pallavi phrase that comes soon after. The R is played as per the 

normal vivadi swara rules, E – G – Gb – G.  The entire line is played perfectly sahitya meetu.  
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Ma ha Ga na pa thim ma na sa sma ra mi 

M P M M-g P-m R S S-n-s S S R G 

Example Two: Maha Ganapathim: Full Pallavi  

 

After the introductory line is played at least twice, the full pallavi is played. The majority of the 

pallavi that follows will elaborate on this melodic idea. The cyclical nature of Carnatic music is 

demonstrated as the last swara of the line leads back to the beginning of the phrase via scalar 

motion.  

 

Ma ha Ga na pa thim ma na sa sma ra mi 

M P-n-p M M-g P-m R P-s S-n-s S S R G 

Example Three: Maha Ganapathim: Sangithi 1.A 

 

The first sangithi is a modest elaboration of the pallavi. While learning the P-n-p slides I initially 

started the slide from Pa to Ni too quickly, which in turn masked the true melody note, Pa. 

Though my version still fit within the amount of times the phrase had to be delivered in, it was 

not the exact phrasing. This is an example of how the slides are part of the song’s melody and 

not just ornaments. Moreover, the duration that notes are held before sliding plays an important 

role in implying the correct swaras as per the melody. The same amount of care is given to each 

gamaka in all Carnatic music.  

 

Ma ha Ga na pa thim ma na sa sma ra mi 

M P-n-p M M-g P-m R P-s S-n-s S S S-g-r-g M 

Example Four: Maha Ganapathim: Sangithi 1.B 
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Generally, each sangithi is played identically twice, however, on the repeat of sangithi 1, the 

ending is modified to lead into sangithi 2 that starts P instead of M. The r in the S-g-r-g phrase is 

not played as vivadi Ri, but rather as Ri2 because it is used as a gamaka of G and not a stand-

alone note. The phrase as a whole mimics the timing and style of the vivadi Ri phrase that occurs 

in the previous sangithi. 

 

Ma ha Ga na pa thim ma na sa sma ra mi 

P-n M-p M M-g P-m R R S-n-s S S S-g-r-g M 

Example Five: Maha Ganapathim: Sangithi 2 

 

In sangithi 2, the highlighted R is played on the D-string whereas the previous one is played on 

the G-string. They are in the same octave, but without switching strings the next phrase cannot 

be delivered because it goes to the Ni below madhya Sa. The vivadi Ri highlighted is also 

rendered with the normal emphasis, which makes it closer in feel to the following S-n-s phrase.  

 

Ma ha Ga na pa thim ma na 

S-m-g-m P-s-n-s-n-s-p- m M-g P-m R R S-n-s 

Example Six: Maha Ganapathim: Sangithis 3-5 (First Half)  

 

The Maha portion of sangithis 3-5 is the last elaboration of the phrase. The m that begins 

Ganapathim is not plucked because it is part of the larger phrase that begins with a pluck on the 

previous phrases syllable. Though not plucking here does not align with a perfect sahitya meetu 

technique, it is clear the pluck is removed to bring it closer to the voice. If the line was sung, the 
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Ga of Ganapathim would be deemphasized as it is here. This phrase stays the same and the 

ending of the pallavi changes between sangithis 3-5. 

 

ma na sa sma ra mi 

3 R S-n-s S P-n-p-n-p Mpm- g-m 

4 S P-r S-n-s-P-m M-g-m 

5 P-n-p-n P-m-p P-r S-n-s P-m M-g-m 

Example Seven: Maha Ganapathim: Sangithis 3-5 (Second Half)  

 

The Smarami portion of sangithis 3 and 4 have the same feel and timing. Sangathi 5 then 

combines the endings of 3 and 4 into one fluid phrase to start the ending of the pallavi.  

 “Maha Ganapathim” is a song that has presented itself throughout Prasanna’s life. It was 

the first song he experimented with on guitar after he overheard it being taught to his sister. It 

was also the first song performed at a Sukamar Prasad (the first Carnatic electric guitarist) 

concert that Prasanna attended. Conveniently, it is in my favorite raga and when I requested to 

learn a piece in Nattai, it was the first song that came to Prasanna’s mind.  

Speed and Feel Versus Note Selection: “Evvari Bodhana” 

“Evvari Bodhana” is a varnam composed by Patnam Subramania Iyer (1845-1902) in 

raga Abhogi. Iyer is a notable composer of the Carnatic tradition, and was a student of 

Manambuchavadi Venkatasubbaiyer, cousin and student of the Trinity composer Tyagaraja. 

Abhogi is a five-note raga from the 22nd melakarta Kharaharapriya featuring vivadi swara Ga1. 

Arohana: S R2 G1 M1 D2 S, avarohana: S D2 M1 G1 R2 S. In abhogi the Ma and Ri are 

performed completely straight without gamaka. Because Ga1 is a vivadi swara it must be played 

with gamaka, and on Dha gamaka is often utilized but not required.  
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The varnam is the first song to appear in the kutcheri, and is also the first concert song 

students learn. It is generally in adi or ata tala (14 beat cycle) and has two major sections. The 

first section is pallavi, anupallavi, and then swarams. After the entire section is performed it 

repeats in double or sometimes even triple speed. It then returns to the original speed for a short 

conclusion of the section that also transitions into section two. The second section is slightly 

faster than the first, but not as fast as double speed. It is comprised of alternating charanams and 

swarams, usually four total.  

The varnam is perhaps the most rigid Carnatic song form. Because the form is very 

rhythmic, it is not often used for elaborate improvisations. This is primarily why it is good for 

beginners to learn, as other songs require improvisation as a benchmark of proper presentation. It 

is the first song to start the concert because it is also considered a good song to warm up the 

voice or, in this case, the fingers, because it requires both moderate and faster playing. An 

alapana can be placed before the varnam, but these alapanas are generally very brief.  

After the Abhogi scale analysis, in “Evvari Bodhana,” I focus on how abhogi phrases are 

delivered in different speeds on guitar. In the first line of each section presented are the intended 

notes of the song, the second line how those notes are performed on guitar in the first speed, and 

the last line how they are played in the second speed (double/cut time).  

 

Swara Sa Ri2 Ga1 Ma1 Dha2 Sa Dha2 Ma1 Ga2 Ri2 Sa 

Swara on guitar S R R-m-R-m M S-d S S-d M M-g M-r S 

variation      R-m-r-m-r    S-d-s-d   S-d-s-d         

Example Eight: Abhogi Arohana and Avarohana  

 

Two ways of playing Ga1 are presented. In first option, the R is plucked and sustained 

before quickly sliding up to M and back to R. The next slide from R to m is slightly slower. In 
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the variation the first R is also sustained briefly, but the notes that follow are evenly spaced. 

Deciding on which to use depends on what note is following Ga1 as well as how much time there 

is to deliver the note. When Dha2 is played it can be performed with a slide starting on S. If the 

pitch is played for a longer duration, the variation can be used. As we move down the scale in 

stepwise motion, gamaka is used to link Ga to Ma, and to show it is a vivadi swara. In this raga 

the phrase M-g-m-r-g-s is very common and translates to either MGRS or GRS depending on the 

context.   

 

R G GRS SRSS DMD 

R R-m-r M-g-m-r-g s S R-g S-n-s S-d M S-d-s-d 

R-m-r   Rgrg S Sr S-n-s S-d M S 

Example Nine: Evvari Bodhana: Pallavi Part 1 

 

In the first speed, the initial R G swaras are played normally, R and then R-m-r to show 

G. In double speed the phrase is compressed to just R-m-r, but when the first Ri is played it is 

sustained a bit longer to give the proper length of time that two Ris would take up.  

Throughout the piece GRS is played as M-g-m-r-g s but depending on the context it can 

be reduced in different ways such as Rgrg S. In all methods of performing GRS, Ga is connected 

to Ri to show it is a vivadi swara.  

When a vocalist sings SRSS, there is a gentle gamaka added between SS. To achieve the 

same effect, the finger quickly slides a half step below and back up to S. I have notated it as n 

(Ni) because that is technically the note that the finger slides to, but it is performed so quickly 

that the tonality of Ni does not come through. It simply sounds like an accented Sa.  

In the DMD line for the first speed, S-d-s-d is played because the pitch is sustained for a 

long duration. In the second speed, the Dha is not played at all to keep with the proper feel. 
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When vocalists perform varnams in the second speed, they often skip a word or note to take a 

breath. This is another example of how the guitar becomes an extension of the voice.  

 

MDS DSDS RGM GRS 

M D S  S-d-s d-s-d-s R R-m-r-m  M-g-m-r-g-s 

M D S D-S-d M D S  R R-m-r-m R-m G-r-g-s 

Example Ten: Evvari Bodhana: Pallavi Part 2 

 

The GRS phrase here is an example of one of the condensed way to play the M-g-m-r-g-s 

phrase. As with the previous example, which was played Rgrg S, Ga is connected to Ri to show 

it is a vivadi swara.  

 

RGM GM RGSR DSGM DM 

R-m-r-m   R-m-r-m-r-m R-g-r-g- S R S-d S R-m-r-m S-d M 

R-m-r-m  R-m-r R-m Rgm r-g S R D-s R-m-r M S-d M 

Example Eleven: Evvari Bodhana: Pallavi Part 3 

 

In the first speed, GM is played as an extended line with many slides because of the 

duration of each pitch. In the second speed, to reinforce the Ma, it is plucked because there is not 

enough time to emphasize it through slides.  

In the second speed, the RGSR line is played almost completely straight because it is an 

area to emphasize the meter instead of the gamaka.  

 

DS SDS DDM GMGRS 

S-d S-d-s S S-d-s-d-s S-d m M-d-m M-g-m-r-g-s 

D-s S S-d-s S-d M M-d-m  g-r-g-s 

Example Twelve: Evvari Bodhana: Pallavi Part 4 
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The most important portion of the GMGRS line is GRS because it resolves the melody to S. 

When played in the second speed the gamakas of the GRS line are skipped in order to keep the 

metric feel while giving the most important melodic elements.  

 

SSDD MDDM GGR GMRGS 

S-n-s D-d1-d M-n-d-n-m M-r-m-g-m-r r-m m-r-m-R-g-r-g S R 

S-n-s D-d1-d M-n-d-n-m M-g-m-r R-m-r-m R G S R 

Example Thirteen: Evvari Bodhana: Anupallavi Part 1 

 

In the SSDD phrase, Ni is slid in-between the two Sas to emphasize there being two 

distinct notes. Similarly, Dha is slid a half step down and back up to emphasize two notes. As in 

the previous SS example, Ni is not heard as a distinct pitch nor is Dha1. They only add emphasis 

to the repeated note. Similarly, In the MDDM line the Ni a half step above Dha is used for 

emphasis.  

 

RGMM MDMG RGMDDS 

R-m r-m-r-m M M-d-m M-g-m-r r-m-r-m D-d1-D S 

R-m R-m M M-d-m R m R m D-d1-d S 

Example Fourteen: Evvari Bodhana: Anupallavi Part 2 

 

In the RGMM phrase, the first R-m movement implies the Ga, but because the line ends 

on Ma, the slides between Ri and Ma end on Ma.  

One Rule 

Though I have presented a few formulaic rules regarding Carnatic music on guitar, many 

of them are contradicted. In “Evvari Bodhana” there are multiple examples where notes outside 

of the raga are used to emphasize the proper notes. In the second speed notes that are vital to the 
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melody can be skipped in order to preserve the right feel for the music. Moreover, if the lyrics 

were included, the analysis would show that the piece is not performed perfectly sahitya meetu. 

In “Maha Ganapathim,” there are comparatively fewer rules broken, but there are instances 

where an extra pluck is given to preserve the melody.  

The most important concept to take away, and perhaps the greatest example of musical 

practicality, is that the only real rule to Prasanna’s approach to Carnatic music is that it should be 

performed in a manner as close to how vocalists would sing the music as possible. Playing the 

guitar adds a visual medium to the process of performing music that vocalists do not display. By 

virtue of fret positions it is easy to see Ni played in a raga where it does not occur. Looking at the 

notation does not add any clarity because gamaka are never displayed with precise sruthi or 

swara names. The only true way to understand why breaking the above rules produces traditional 

Carnatic music is to listen to skilled vocalists. When the two are compared it becomes clear that 

guitar music is really vocal music.   

Prasanna’s Reception, Original Music, and Building a Legacy 

Every song on [my first album of original music] Peaceful is like disconnected in some 

way, stylistically. First of all it starts with a calypso type version of a Carnatic krithi. Right after 

there is some solo acoustic guitar type thing which is abstract, and then suddenly there is like 

Bach. Then an alapana with a Santana-like song, and there is a James Taylor-like folk rock song 

with me on 12-string guitar and singing. What is this album? There’s Joe Pass-like things, 

something about Ghaza, a dedication to the Israel and Palestine conflict. What is this? It doesn’t 

fit anywhere. But everyone loved it. No one found it disconnected. 

Prasanna has only expressed a positive relationship with his fans and critics alike. 

Though he briefly mentioned that early in his career people were skeptical of the use of the 
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guitar in the Carnatic tradition, that skepticism has since subsided. Since then, Prasanna has built 

a fan base as diverse as his original music. I played at a temple in Kerala, a Carnatic music 

concert. These concerts start around 1:00 am and they are very traditional. They last like four 

hours, and there is a big crowd usually in an open-air temple. I can’t forget that at 1:00 am, just 

before I played, I see these three long hair dudes. They told me they are from a metal band, and 

traveled two or three hours to come and see me in a traditional setting. 

Though Prasanna performs both traditional Carnatic music and a diverse array of original 

music, he is clear in his marketing of each ensemble. The titles of ensembles explain the music 

that will be played, and leading up to concerts he even provides video snippets of practices via 

social media. When Prasanna performs traditional Carnatic music he does not break format, and 

generally only includes one original song. The original song that he closes with is Bowling For 

Peace from his 2006 album Electric Ganesha Land.  I play “Bowling For Peace” almost every 

concert because everyone asks for it, and it is what most people remember. I like what it 

represents. I also like to leave people with some memory of me the person because they have 

taken the time to come see me, and I do it after paying tribute to all of the people who made me 

who I am. So I play Dikshitar, Sama Sastri, Thyagaraja, and then end with something of mine.  

There’s a sense of balance I think.  

Currently, Prasanna performs regularly at a venue in Queens New York called Terraza 7. 

Each performance is different, and past themes have included a tribute to B.B. King, film music, 

and a project called Raga Metal Conversations, which features guitarist Alex Skolnick from the 

metal band Testatment and the Trans-Siberian Orchestra. The next performance set for February 

6, 2016 is a tribute to the recently deceased David Bowie.  
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 Though Prasanna continues to write original music and perform regularly throughout the 

world, he is currently most focused on teaching and lineage, which directly leads back to his 

musical philosophy, to the guitar, and to how both should be used in the Carnatic tradition. I’m 

thinking about legacy and shared value. I don’t think playing Carnatic music on the guitar 

belongs to me; it belongs to the whole world. I have people from Chili, Argentina, all these 

places coming and discovering this music, playing it and playing it well. So it’s not just for me. 

And now I am putting a lot of things on hold to make sure I make time for my students. It’s 

different than saying, ‘I don’t have a gig today, do you want a lesson?’ That’s not what I do.  I 

give a lot of my being into it.  I’m much happier with that than getting accolades for being ‘the 

only one.’  

As part of this focus, Prasanna has been presenting short video snippets of his students on 

his Facebook and YouTube pages. These videos have always been well received, and during the 

2015 December Season Prasanna brought many of his students to the next level, featuring them 

in his concerts. In one such concert, Prasanna was accompanied by three of his pupils, totaling 

four guitarists on stage performing traditional Carnatic music. The pictures on Facebook as well 

as the video posts on Youtube have only received positive feedback thus far.  

 I was lucky enough to witness firsthand how supportive Prasanna’s fans are while I was 

studying guitar with him. Without warning he featured me in a Facebook video post with the 

caption: Andre Fludd plays Abogi Varnam - Let me introduce you to this amazingly talented 

young man - He is a wonderful jazz guitarist - He sent me a lovely version of him playing Wayne 

Shorter's 'Speak no Evil' and said he loves Carnatic music (surprise 1), has been following my 

music for a while (surprise 2) and wanted to learn a Varnam from me (surprise 3) - I said, 

'Sure'! Here he is playing so naturally (no surprise). Enjoy! 
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Figure Six: Facebook Post 

 

 

I myself was not impressed with my performance, but the response from his fans was 

entirely supportive (Figure Six: Facebook Post). The video quickly reached 4000 views, over 

two hundred likes, and was shared 100 times. The following morning I received an email from 

one of Srinivas’s most promising students, Aravind Bhargav, who offered words of 

encouragement and praise, “Namaste [Hello] Andre ji [sir]! I saw your video of the Abhogi 

varnam with Prasanna ji. Really beautiful. I am an electric mandolin artist. Please keep up the 

great work, I will follow all your posts.” My reception was by no means unique. In fact, the 

majority of videos featuring his students get more attention than those that feature him alone, 

further emphasizing the immense support provided by his fan base.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

 
Each of the three musicians of focus in this thesis, Balachander, Srinivas, and Prasanna, 

played an important role in establishing the use of electric plucked chordophones in Carnatic 

music. The biggest personality among them, Sundaram Balachander, did not rely on the 

magnetic pickup to make his career. Indeed, he was performing professionally for decades before 

he even equipped his veena with a magnetic pickup. However, from the time he started using the 

technology originally invented for guitar, there was no turning back. Throughout the rest of his 

career, he used pickups, and it became a staple of his live sound. Moreover, it facilitated the 

further development of his legendary technique that required more sustain than the acoustic 

veena had. Balachander’s veena was acoustic-electric (able to be played both acoustically and 

electrically), and today that is a common veena model. There are also fully electric veenas with 

magnetic pickups built in, which are never intended to be played acoustically. In fact, veena 

amplification via magnetic pickups has become so common today that the topic is far from 

contentious.  Perhaps this is because the technology was first championed by such a prolific 

musician.  

As a public figure, Uppalapu Srinivas was perhaps the polar opposite of Balachander; he 

was known for having a very modest public persona. In the various tributes to him after he 

passed away, within the first few sentences – if not in the headline itself – his humbleness is 

mentioned. For example, in The Times of India, the headline read, “Mandolin U. Srinivas, a rebel 

who silenced his critics with music,” and the biographical paragraph starts, “Srinivas was always 

courteous, soft-spoken, unassuming.” It is difficult to find any of the critiques he received early 

in his career because they have since been replaced entirely by immense praise. Like 

Balachander, though, Srinivas paved the way for an entirely new group of musicians, mandolin 
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and guitar players alike, who utilized his method of playing gamaka through slides on fretted 

instruments. His work with John McLaughlin and Remember Shakti also revolutionized the way 

the world views Carnatic music, as well as how Carnatic musicians approach professional, 

international careers.  

 As the only living musician in the magnetic pickup lineage accounted for in this thesis, 

Prasanna’s career and contributions to Carnatic music culture are far from over. Thus far, he has 

successfully bridged the gap between traditional Carnatic and original cross-cultural music in a 

way that benefits both. Those who are primarily familiar with Carnatic music enjoy his attention 

to detail and tradition and in turn, often explore his other musical productions. This opens them 

up to the many genres of music that have influenced Prasanna, such as Western rock and jazz. 

Those who come to know Prasanna through his original music eventually want to know more 

about Carnatic music, adding new fans to a tradition once considered strict and elitist. 

 Even more promising is Prasanna’s current focus on education. Both Balachander and 

Srinivas spent a significant amount of time teaching students. Many of Balachander’s students 

have since become professional musicians, and some of Srinivas’s students have been making 

their way to the professional stage in recent years. Many of Prasanna’s young students are 

developing into professional level musicians at a very fast rate due to his practical approach to 

teaching. As these students come of age, we are sure to witness a new chapter of the Carnatic 

tradition.  
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